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ABSTRACT 

We analyze a dissipative map of the plane. The map was 

initially defined by Ikeda as a model for bistable behavior in an 

optical ring cavity. Our analysis is based upon an examination of 

attracting sets and basins of attraction. The primary tools utilized 

in the analysis are stable and unstable manifolds of fixed and 

periodic saddle points. These manifolds determine boundaries of 

basins of attraction, and the extent and evolution of attracting 

sets. We perform extensive numerical iterations of the map with a 

central focus on sudden changes in the topological nature of 

attractors and hasins. 

Our analysis concentrates on the destruction of the lower 

branch attractor as a prominent example of attractor/hasin 

interaction. This involves an examination of a possihle link between 

two fixed points Land M, namely the heteroclinic connection 

WU(L) n WS(M) ~~. We use two different methods to approach this 

question. Although the Ikeda map is used as the working model 

throughout, both of the techniques apply to a more general class of 

dissipative maps satisfying certain hypotheses. The first of these 

techniques analyzes WS(M) when WU(M) n WS(M) ~~, with the result 

that WS(M) is found to invade some minimum limiting region for 

WU(M) n WS(M) ~ ~ arbitrarily close to tangency. 
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The second approach is more topological in nature. We define 

a mesh of subregions to bridge the spatial gap between the points L 

and M, and concentrate on the occurrence of WU(L) n WS(M) ~ ~ 

(destruction of the attractor). The first main result is a necessary 

condition for the heteroclinic connection in terms of the behavior of 

the map on these subregions. The second result is a sequence of 

sufficient conditions for this link. There remains a gap between 

these two conditions, and in the final sections we present numerical 

investigations indicating that the concept of intersection links 

between subregions is useful to resolve cases near the bounda~ of the 

destruction region. 
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CHAPTER 1 

DESCRIPTION OF THE IKEDA MAP 

1.1 Introduction 

In this dissertation we analyze the behavior of a dissipative 

Map of the plane. The initial phase of the work was the construction 

of a computational model to investigate numerical iterations of the 

map. In Chapter 1 we describe quite briefly the physical model from 

which the Ikeda map is derived. The basic features of the map are 

outlined, and in particular the fixed-point hehavior is descrihed. 

In Chapter 2 we isolate a positively invariant disc in the 

complex plane, and we restrict subsequent analysis to this disc. We 

then introduce the prima~ tool which we use to describe the action of 

the map, namely stable and unstable manifolds of fixed and periodic 

saddle points. The parameters of interest are defined, and we 

partition the parameter plane into subregions according to certain 

characteristic features of these manifolds. 

The map can exhibit an abundance of beautiful and complex 

behavior. We certainly do not catalog all of the possibilities, but 

in the latter portion of Chapter 2 we describe a few of the more 

dominant features resulting from our numerical investigations. 

Beginning with Chapter 3, the focus of the analysis 

broadens. We continue to use the Ikeda map as the model, but the 

techniques that we develop in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 can be applied to 



other dissipative maps. The dominant theme of the last three chapters 

is a description and analysis of the interaction between attractors 

and basi n boundari es. The phenomenon whi ch moti vates our 

concentration on this interaction was an observation of an ahrupt 

change in the qualitative nature of attracting sets ann attractors 

across certain boundaries in the parameter plane. 

Similar abrupt changes for other maps have been described: 

Ueda (1980) discussed observati ons of the "expl osi on II of strange 

attractors, and Grebogi, Ott, and Yorke (1983) analyzed the phenomenon 

of attractor crises. The creation of a heteroclinic intersection 

between appropriate manifolds will force such a crisis or explosion. 

We have observed such collisions between attractors and basin 

boundaries for a number of different periodic points in the plane. 

In Chapters 3, 4, and 5, we concentrate on a single exa~ple of 

an att ractor /basi n-boundary interaction. Thus we concentrate on 

describing conditions for the heteroclinic intersection 

WU(L) n WS(M) 1-~, or the explosion of the lower branch attractor. 

Our philosophy is to assume only the hornoclinic intersections 

WU(L) n WS(L) 1- ~ and WU(M) n WS(M) 1-~. Two different methons are 

used to investigate the creation of the heteroclinic connection. 

In Chapter 3 we use analytic methods to describe the 

configuration of the basin boundary HS(t~) for situations when 

WU(!>1) n WS(M) 1- I) is arbitrarily close to tangency. A somewhat 

unexpected result shows that WS(M) actually invades some minimum 

limiting region for ~Ju(r~) n HS(M) 1- ~ arbitrarily close to tangency. 
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In Chapters 4 and 5, we describe the second line of attack, 

which is topological in nature. WU(L) and \o1S(L) are fully 

integrated into the investigation, and we assume WU(L) n WS(L) 1 ~. 

Chapter 4 contains definitions, hypotheses, and basic results 

necessary for subsequent work in Chapter 5, and as such it is rather 

dry and unenlightening. The primary structure which is defined is the 

concept of fingers, which are regions that are bounded by segments of 

stable and unstable manifolds of a single saddle point. 

In Chapter 5, our goal is to construct a topological means of 

bridging the gap between two spatially separate points, the fixerl 

points Land M. We explicitly avoirl any assumption of 

hyperbolicity for regions of C not contained in small local 

neighborhoods of L or r~. The hasis of our approach is to define a 

mesh of subregi ons wi thi n the closed 1I100pll created by 

WU(t1) n WS(M) 1~. Iterati on under the map 9 creates peri odi c bands 

within this mesh, bands which can crudely be said to be concentric 

about L. Our primary interest is in examining the possible link 

between L and ~1, namely \.JU(L) n ~IS(M) F~, because this 

corresponds to the destruction of the enclosed attractor. We give two 

main theorems about this heteroclinic connection. The first is a 

necessary condition for the connection in terms of the behavior of the 

map on these subregions. The second theorem gives a set of sufficient 

conditions. How the map behaves on this set is then of central 

importance in understanding the steps that the dynamics must go 

through on the way to this heteroclinic connection, in other words 
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lit he route to dest ru ct i on II. Th e remai nder of th e work is devoted to 

collecting various results about the map on this mesh of subregions 

aimed towards understanding how far apart the aforementioned necessary 

and sufficient conditions are from each other. This analysis depends 

on the verification of intersection links between neighboring regions 

within the mesh. 

The results presented in Chapter 5 do not depend explicitly on 

the definition of the Ikeda map g. Certain structural hypotheses are 

necessary prerequisites, but the results can be applied to other 

dissipative maps satisfying these hypotheses. 

1.2 The Ikeda map 

An optical cavity in which some portion of the optical path 

consists of a nonlinear medium can exhibit, under certain appropriate 

conditions, two stable states in output intensity given the same 

steady state input intensity. This phenomenon is knovin as optical 

bistability. The initial observations of bistable behavior utilized a 

cavity known as the Fabry-Perot interferometer, v/hi ch consi sts of h/o 

partially reflecting plane mirrors which are parallel to each other, 

and separated by a space. Coherent radiation from a laser is 

transmitted into the cavity through one of the partial reflecting 

mirrors. A medium which transmits this radiation is placed within the 

space between the two mirrors. The refractive index of the mediuM 

depends in a nonlinear way on the field intensity, and the effect of a 

change in the refractive index is to alter the optical path length 

within the cavity. The field-intensity dependence of the refractive 
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index, and hence the optical length, results in the possibility of a 

hysteresis cycle for the output intensity versus the input 

intensity. A cavity exhibiting this phenomenon is said to be 

optically bistable. 

Ikeda (1979) developed a simplified model for bistable 

behavior by considering an optical ring cavity instead of the Fabry

Perot cavity: this simplifies the analysis since the propagation of 

the field within the ring cavity is unidirectional, whereas in the 

Fabry-Perot, counter-propagating fields exist. The model we discuss 

is depicted schematically in fig. 1.1, ann the follol-ling brief outline 

of the development of the map is adapted from Ikeda. The input anrl 

output mi rrors have a coeffi ci ent of reflecti vity 13, anrl the other 

two mirrors are perfectly reflecting. We shall analyze the hehavior 

of a two-dimensional map which models the hehavior of the field at a 

fixed point P within the ring cavity. The nonlinear medium is 

described by the two-level atom model, for which the relaxation time 

of the atomic variables is assumed to be short with respect to the 

cavity round-trip time. For the development of the model, the slowly

varying envelope approximation is incorporated into Maxwell's 

equations, and plane-wave propagation is assumed. The Bloch equations 

are used to describe the interaction of the field with the nonlinear 

medi um. 

Ikeda showed that the equati ons descri bi ng the propagati on of 

the field can be cast in the form of a difference equation, or map, by 

successively considering the boundary condition equation for the field 
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Fi gure 1.1 The optical ring cavity. 



intensity after each pass through the cavity, with the assumption that 

the relaxation time of the medium is much shorter than the cavity 

round-trip time. In the model, there exist two separate causes for 

bistable behavior: absorption of light by the J11ediuJ11, and 

dispersion. Analyses of certain aspects of the bifurcation behavior, 

and associated stability analyses have been done by several different 

workers (Ikeda, 1979; Ikeda and Daido, 1980; Haus, Bownen and Sung, 

1984; Carmichael, Snapp and Schieve, 1982). These papers examine the 

occurence of period-doubling bifurcation sequences, and the appearance 

of Feigenbaum's constants in these sequences. Also, the effect on 

these bifurcation sequences of using a model with a purely dispersive 

medium is contrasted with a full model in which absorption is also 

present. 

We examine the simpler purely dispersive model in which 

saturable absorption is ignored - a reasonable assumption for a 

parameter regime within which the laser two-level atom detuning is 

large, but not so large as to be within the Kerr limit. The map 

g:C + C takes a point zn E C to an image point zn+1 E C: 

v + 0.. iK [-ia J = I D Z e exp 2" 
n l+l znl 

where y is a real-valued dimensionless input amplitude; R E R 

satisfies T = 1 - B, where T and B are the intentisy 

( 1.1 ) 

transmission and reflection coefficients, respectively, for both the 

input ann output mi rrors. K E R is the 1 aser empty cavi ty detuni ng, 

and a is related to the linear absorption per cavity round trip. 
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We next determine the important basic characteristics of the 

map: 

(1) The map is one-to-one: 

Suppose g(zn) = g(zn). Then Ig(zn) - rl = Ig(zn) - rl, and 

using (1.2.1), Blznl = Blznl. This implies that 

(2) The inverse map is defi ned for all Z e: C: 

-1 ( ) = 9 zn ( 1. 2) 

(3) The map g:C + C is not analytic. 

(4) Identifying C with R2, the map g defined in (1.1) can be 

written as a map g:R2 + R2; 

( 1. 3) 

and letting ~ = 
a 

K - --'2::--"=2 ' 
l+x +y 

'" X = B(x·cos13 - y·sin13) 

'" y = B(x·sin13 + y·cos13) 
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which defines a diffeomorphism of the plane. 

The map also has constant Jacobian equal to B2. To show 

this, represent (1.3) as the composition of four constituent 

transformati ons: 

We will calculate the Jacobians of each of the constituent 

transformati ons. 

,s e rans orma ,on 0 po ar coor ,na es: ( ,') P -- (yX) + (Pe) . th t ft' t 1 d' t 

The Jacobian of P, J(P) 1 ( 1. 4) - -
P 

,.., 

(ii) F: (~) + (~) is the rotation and scaling induced by the right 
e 

side of (1. 3) : 

= (e KB: 1+:2 ) = 

,.., 

F(~) (~) 
+ e 

The Jacobian of F, J( F), is 

B 0 

(F) = = = B (1.5 ) 2pa 

( 1+p2)2 
1 
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(i i i) C: (~) 
6 

is the transformation from polar to rectangular 

coordinates. The Jacobian of C, J(C) = p 

and, from (1.5), p = Bp. 

so J(C) = Bp (1.6 ) 

(iv) T: (2) + (x ~ Y) is simply the translation induced by 
y Y 

adding y to the x-term. Clearly, its Jacobian J(T) = 1. 

The Jacobian of the transformation defined in (1.3) is just 

the product of the Jacobians of the four constituent transformations: 

J(g) = J(T) • J(C) • J(F) • J(P) = 1 • Bp • B • l = 82 
p 

Throughout the ensuing work, we set R 0.9. 

1.3 Fixed Points 

(1. 7) 

\~e now consi der the determi nati on of fi xed poi nts of the map: 

this means finding all solutions of 

z = y + BzeiK exp[ -ia 2J 
1+1 zl 

which immediately implies 

1 z -yl = BI z 1 

(1.8) 

( 1. 9) 

For 0 < B < 1.0, the set of points satisfying (1.9) defines 

a circle in the plane with center on the positive real axis: for 

z = x + ;y, 1 Z-yl = BI zl implies 
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or 

Hence, the circle has radius R = BY2 and center C 
1-B 

= (--;-, 0) 
1-B 

The second equation which must be satisfied is 

arg(z-y) ( 1.10) 

in which we use the polar representation of z; z = pei6 • We then 

use the geometric representation shown in fig. 1.2 to define an 

equation which specifies Izi satisfying equation (1.10): 

2 12 2 2 2 a y = I z + Biz I - 2B I z I cos (K - 2) 
l+j zl 

(1.11) 

Note that from eqn. (1.9), we can find the points with minimum modulus 

IZminl = l~B' and maximum modulus Izmaxl = l~R 

-1 at 1 zl = I zminl 
- y 
- l+B • 

2 2 
1 (1+B2--y-) = 0 at I zi = y (1.12) 
2if I zI2 1+B2 

+l at I zl = I zmaxl 
- y 
- 1-8 
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Figure 1.2 The circle of fixed points. 



Furthermore, 
2 

k-<1 +8 2 --y-) 
2B I zl2 

is monotonically increasing as a 

function of Izl, taking values between -1.0 and +1.0. 

Lemma 1.1: Each soluti on I zl of (1.11) corresponds to exactly one 

fixed point of the map g. 

f . th ; 6 p roo: Wl z = pe , and using (1.9) and (1.10), assume zl and 

Case (i): K - _a_ t: o. 
1+p2 

Then 

161 = 1611 = 1621, where z is the fixed point, and 

n1 = 61 + (K -~) ( a) 
l+p 

n2 = 62 + (K -~) 
l+p 

-n1 = -81 + (K __ a_) ( b) 
1+p2 

( 1.13) 

If n1 = n2 = 0, then 61 = 82 = 0 , which means that Z = zmax is 

the unique solution. If n1 f 0, and 81 = 62 = 0, then z = zmin 

is the unique solution. Otherwise, if 16;1 f 0, Inil t: 0, only one 
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of the equations (1.13) (a) and (b) can hold. 

Case ( i i ): a = a a then equation (1.11) gives that K -

1+1 zj2 
K - --= 

1+p2 

1 2 
2B (1 + B2 __ y_) = 1 This means 1 z\ = I Zmaxl and Z = z is 

IzI2 
max 

the unique solution. We will discuss in detail the solution set for 

(1.11) later; at this point, we simply note that for Y F 0, a F 0, 

there is always at least one solution to (1.11). that is at least one 

fixed point. 

We now compute the linearized map at the fixed points, and 

calculate the associated eigenvalues. With the rApresentation 

of the map given in (1.3), we have: 

x = B ( x • cos S - y. sin i3 ) 

y = B(x·sins + y·coss) 

L (x+y) ax 

2i 
ax 

L (x+y) 
ay . 

.££ 
ay 

and ~x (x+y) = B[~~ (-x·sins - yocoss) + coss] 

L (x+y) = B[¥<-xosinS - yocoss) - sin S] ay oy 

( 1.14) 
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:ii = B[#.{X.COse - y·sine) + sineJ ax ax 

.... 1f = B [~: (x·cose - y·sine) + cos eJ 

Calculation of the eigenvalues of Dg(z) at a fixed point Z yields 

A = B( -D ± ID 2-1), where 

a( i +y 2 ) sin Q D = !J - cos 8 
( 1 +x 2+y 2) 

( 1.15 ) 

or, D = _ajzl2 sin( a _ K) _ cos( a - K) 
(l+l zl 2)2 l+lz\ 2 l+lz\ 2 

An immediate result is the fact that the product of the 

ei genva 1 ues 

The solutions to (1.11) will now be considered in conjunction 

with the eigenvalue determination given above, using (1.9) as a 

constraint. These solutions can he graphically represented by 

superimposing the graphs of each side of equation (1.11) as a function 

1 2 2 
of I zl· (fi g. 1.3). The graph of iBi 1 + B - 1;1 2) is 

monotonically increasing between -1.0 at Izi = IZminl to +1.0 at 

I zl = I zmaxl. The generi c situati on is for such a curve to be 

intersected by a cosine curve an odd number of times: the exceptional 

cases occur when the two curves meet at a point and share a common 

tangent line. From Lemma 1.1, each point of intersection corresponds 

to exactly one fixed point solution of equation 1.1, and each of these 
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fi xed poi nts wi 11 be cl assi fi ed accordi ng to the si ze of I z I. ~/e 

will examine a region of parameter space for which the generic 

situation is the existence of either one or three fixed points, and we 

shall assume the generic case occurs. In the case of three fixed 

points, the point with largest modulus will be denoted U; that with 

smallest modulus will be L, and the intermediate solution in modulus 

is M. This terminology is suggested by the well-known hysteresis

curve solution set, in which the modulus of the fixed point is plotted 

against the input intensity y at a fixed value of a. L then 

corresponds to the lower branch, U to the upper branch, and M to 

the middle branch. This identification can be seen in (fig. 1.4) in 

which the modulus of the fixed point solution set is plotted against 

the (a,y) parameter plane, yielding a two-dimensional folded 

surface. A slice through this surface along a fixed value of a 

gives a hysteresis curve, with Izl along the vertical axis, versus 

y. The (a,y) parameter plane, 0 ~ a ~ 10.0, 0 ~ y ~ 1.75, 

is separated into a one-fixed point region and a three-fixed-point 

region (which will be called region 3) by two curves meeting at an 

apparent cusp. (see fi g. 1.5). These boundary curves can be 

visualized as the projection of the fold edges of the two-dimensional 

surface seen in fig. 1.4 onto the (a,y) parameter plane. The bottom 

curve Co shown in fig. 1.4 is defined as the set of parameter values 

at which a saddle-node bifurcation occurs, creating the points M 

and U. The upper curve, C1, rlefines the values at which the L~~ 

saddle-node bifurcation occurs. The preceding algebraic description 
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Fi gure 1.4 The modulus of the fixed point versus the (a,y) 

parameter pl ane. 
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of the fixed points and their associated eigenvalues is now used to 

further characterize the nature of the three fixed points U, M, and 

L. The two curves Co and C1 were determi ned numeri cally by 

solving (1.11). The graphic superposition of the two sides of (1.11), 

namely the curves 

cos ( ex 2 - K) 
1+1 zl 

2 
ann L (1 + R2 - -y-) 

2B I zl2 

as functions of Izl, for Izminl E; jzl ~ IZmaxl gives an insight 

into the nature of the fixed points U and M. 

The qualitative nature of this graphic superposition is 

~1 
2 

emphasized by ir1agining the curve + B2 __ y_) as a diagonal 
J3 i zl2 

line between the points (j zmi n I ' -1) and (I zmaxl ' + 1). Fi x 

ex > .75, and let y be very small initially. [-Ie assert that the 

effect of increasing y is to widen the domain of the argument of 

cos( ex 2 - K). Note that 
1+1 zl 

__ ex~~ _ K E; _ex_n _ K ~ __ ex~= - K 

1+11 ~B I 2 1 +1 Z I 2 1 +11 !B I 2 

must hold. Thus, as y increases, more loops of the cosine function 

are fol ded into the interval (I zmi nl, I zmaxl ). The other effect of 

increasing y is to shift the upper and lower argument bounds down: 

for B = 0.9, I ~ 2 = 100 y, so ex decreases rapi dly as 
1=Bl 1 + 1-L12 1-8 
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y increases. For the parameter region of interest, and for 

a > .75, increasing y will always cause 

-.-:;a~_K=a 
1+lz12 

to occur for Izminl .. Izi .. IzPlaxl. Let Izal denote this point; 

=/~-1. 
K 

abvi ous ly , 

cos ( a - K) = 1; 
1+1 Zol2 

Fact: whenever I zal £ Cj zPli nl, 1 zmaxl ], u £ [I zal, 1 Zmaxl ] and 

21 

M £ Cjzminl, IzaiJ. This is nothing more than labelling points: but 

it is clear th at 

cos ( a 2 - K) = 1 
1+1 zal 

means that U £ [I zal, 1 zmaxl J sati sfyi ng 

1 2 2 
cos( a 2 - K) = '2B(1+B - ~). 

1+1 ul lui 

We also note that, for y« 1 , and a 
a > .75, a < -1+-I~y-I-:::-2 - K • 

1-13 

The curve Co is defined by the appearance of a new solution 

to (1.11) as y is increased for a fixed a. For a > .75, 



i ncreasi ng y from y = a will modify the t\'10 curves 

2 
cos( a 2 - K) and L(1 + B2 - -y-) so that a second point of 

1+l z l 2B IZl2 

intersection will occur for I z . I ( • z I ( i z I. I n fact, the ml n , , max 

curve Co in the parameter plane is very well approximated by the 

solution set to 

__ a_--;;- _ K = 0 
1+(-L)2 

I-B 

In terms of the superposition of the graphs of the two curves 

2 
L( 1+B 2 - -y-) 
2B j zl2 

and cos( a 2 - K) 
1+1 zl 

22 

this corresponds to setting the argument of cos( a 2 - K) equal to 
1=1 zl 

zero at Izl = IZmaxl. This solution set defines a curve AO within 

region 3, (the three fixed-point region), "'-lith AO lying very close 

to the bifurcation curve CO. 

Region 3 is determined by nu~erically solving (1.11). For 

a fixed, 0 < a (10.0, we claim that for parameter points ",lithin 

the three-fixed point region and above AO' the largest fixed point 

in modulus, U, satisfies 

( ex 2 - K) < O. 
1+1 ul 

Thi s can be seen by exami ni ng the range of val ues of ( a _ K) 
1+1 zl z 



__ a_= _ K ( _a_on - K ( __ ct_n - K 

1+\1~BI2 1+1 z\ 2 1+\1!BI
2 

Since AO is defined by 

-1+-\~~-1"""'2 - K = 0 
l+B 

it is clear that by holding (X fixed and increasing y, 

wi 11 occur for I zminl < I zl < I zmaxl· But, 

__ ct--::;- _ K > 

1+1 z\2 
-K. 

Hence, for the largest fixed point U, 

-K < ( (X 2 - K) < O. 
1+1 u\ 

holds for parameter values (a,y) above the line AO. 

Theorem 1.2: For B = 0.9, the eigenvalues of Og(U) satisfy 

( 1. 16 ) 

I Au I < 1.0, I Asl < 1.0 for all parameter val ues in the i nteri or of 

reg; on 3. 
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proof: 

Reca 11 (1. 1 5) : 

A = B (-D ± ID 2 -1 ) 

si n ( a 2 - K) - cos( a 2 - K) 
1+1 zl 1+1 zl 

Since 

b cos (a - K) = a si n (a -K) 
dlzl 1+lz\2 (1+l zI2)2 1+j z12 

D = + · b cos( a 2- K) - cos( a - K) 
dl z, 1+1 zl 1+1 zl2 

(1.17) 

Recalling the equation for fixed points (1.11) 

122 
cos ( a 2 - K) = -( 1 +B - -Y-) 

1 +1 z 1 2B I z 1 2 

Note that at the bifurcation boundary Co at which U and Mare 

created, the curves cos( a 2 - K) 
1+1 zl 

and 
2 -k< I+B 2 - Y ) 

2B W !'lust touch 

at a point of tangency, and thus share a common tangent line at that 

point. This point cannot be at z = zmax' since 

2 

dfzTCd 1 (1+8 2 - Y)l .J. 0 dz 2B rzr-. r 
, '-I z =z 

max 
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and 

2 
-k<l+S2 - y ) = 1, 
2B Iz 12 

max 

at which value the cosine curve must have slope = O. The condition 

for bifurcation is 

2 

dlzl cos( a 2 - K) = ~l-(1+S2 - ~)J 
1+1 zl d, zl -t:B i zl Co 

and since 

2 2 
~1 (1+B2 Y)J - --"Y~ 
dlzl-2i3 -W -Slzl3 

(1.16)-(1.18) thus give 

and 

2 1 2 2 
Y - _( 1 + B -....L,., ) 

Biz 1 3 2B j zit: 

2 
0=_(1;~) 

-2-
A = S(-O ± /0 -1) implies that 

~ the bi furcati on poi nt. 

( 1.18) 

(1.19) 

( 1. 20) 

(1.21) 

For parameter values in the interior of the region of three 

fixed points, the point U satisfies 
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d (ex I d 1 2 l (i1Z"r cos 2 - K) < ~~ 1+B - 712) ] 
U I '" I 1 +1 z I z =U U I z I - I z I z =U 

d (ex ) y I~ d z cos 2 - K < 3 dfzf l+I ZI z=U Bizi z=tl 
(1.22) 

which means that 
2 

D>_(l;~) ( 1. 23) 

(see fi g. 1.6). 

It remains to find an upper bound on 0 for the point U. 

For parameter values between Co and AO' 

~ cos - K d (ex )1' 
d I z I 1 +1 z I 2 I z \ = I u I 

> 0 

and 

> 0 

This second statement holds since 

for I zl > 0, ann between the poi nts IMI and lui, we have 

2 
cos( ex 2 - K) > L (1+R2 - -y-) 

1 +1 zl 2B I zl2 
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which forces 

and this implies that 

2 
d cos( a _ K) < 0 

dlzl 2 1+lz12 

cos ( a 2 - K) > 0 
1+1 zl 

Hence, we have 0 < 0 for parameter values between the curves AO 

cos ( CL 2 - K) = 1 
1+1 zl 

so that 0 = -1, and thus I Aul = 1\1 = B = 0.9. 

The only remaining case is for 

b cos ( Ct - K) < 0 
dl z, 1 +1 z \2 

As noted ; n (1.16), 

-K < ( a 2 - K) < 0 
1+l zl 
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for parameter values (a,y) above the curve AO. We want to find the 

maximum value of D for this parameter range, using expression (1.15) 

for D: 

D = _alz~2 sin( a _ K) _ cos( a , - K) 
( 1 +\ Z \ ) 2 1 +1 z \ 2 1 +1 z \ 2 

Within the argument range, cos( a 2 - K) > COS(-K) 
1+1 z\ 

\sin( a 2 - K)I < Isin(-K)I 
1+1 zl 

And since sin(-K) < 0 

o < -alzl
2 

( 1 +1 z i 2) 2 sin(-K) - COS(-K) 

Furthermore,' alzl
2 

( 1 +1 z 12) 2 is decreasing for Izl > 1; 

note that 

must hold, since solving -......;.ct-r;-2 - K = 0 gi ves I zol = v'~ - 1 
1+\ z\ 

If a > 2K then Izol > 1, so alzl
2 

is maximized hy 
(1+lzI2)2 

taki ng = v'!!:.. - 1 
K 

\,/hi ch gi ves < K 



If C(" 2K, take I zl = 1, gi vi ng 

so that still holds, and 0 < -K·sin(-K) - COS(-K) 

Since K = 0.4, this means that 0 < (-0.4)·(-0.4) - .92 or 

o < -0.76. 

Corollary 1.3: The proof of theorem 1.2 gives in addition that for 

all parameters above AD within the three-fixed-point region, U is 

a spiral point, with complex conjugate eigenvalues, and 

Re(A) ~ B·(.76) , or Re(A) " .69 • 

Theorem 1.4: The ei genvalues of Dg(M) sati sfy AU > 1.0, 

o < AS < 1.0 for all parameter values in the interior of region 3, 

the three fixed point region. 

proof: We utilize the initial portion of the proof of theorem 1.2: at 

the bi furcati on boundary CO' the ei genvalues of Dg(M) sati sfy 
2 

AU = 1. 0 , AS = B, and 

2 
o __ (1 ~~ ) 

For parameter points not on CO, we claim that 

2 
o < - (12~ ) . Recall (1.17), 
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o = -\~I dlzl COS( (l 2 - K) - cos( (l2 - K) 
1+\ zl 1+1 zl 

and (1.18) - (1.20) give that 

hence 

2 
d (l )_ctzrd 1( 2 Y)J (j'l"'"ir cos 2 - K - d z 2if 1 + B --2 

UI'I l+lzl IZI 

2 
o = _ ( 1 ;~ ) 

To support the claim, note that I zol e: (jMI, 1 Ul). (fig. 1.6) 

lUi> IZI > 1~11 implies that 

2 
cos ( (l 2 -K) > 1 (1 + B 2 - Y ) 

1+1 zl '2B W 
whereas ILl < Izi < IMI implies 

2 
cos ( (l 2 - K) < ~(1 + B 2 - -Y-) 

1 +\ Z \ 2B I z I 2 

and the bifurcation condition (1.18) occurs only at Co (the U-M 

bifurcation) and at C1 (the L-t~ bifurcation). 

Hence, for parameter values in the interior of region 3, 

2 
d (l ) -afzrCd 1 (2 Y '(jIzI cos 2 - K < d z 2B 1+B - 117) J 

U I .. I 1 +1 z I I z I 
l+B 2 

gi vi ng that 0 < - (~) or 0 < As < 1.0 < Au. 
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CHAPTER 2 

INITIAL DESCRIPTION OF THE GLOBAL BEHAVIOR OF THE MAP 

For parameter values within region 3, the three fixed point 

solutions to (1.3) are described in terms of the linearize~ map 

Og(·) at each fixed point. In this chapter, we present some of the 

methods of comprehencii ng the global nature of the map g. Icieally, 

one would like to be able to specify an arbitrary initial condition 

Zo E C, and be able to describe its subsequent behavior under 

repeated applications of the map g. This goal cannot be realized, 

but a first step is to develop so~e means of descrihing the behavior 

of sets of points which are more extensive than the simple isolated 

fi xed poi nts L, M, and U. 

2.1 A Positively Invariant Region 

The fi rst resul t reduces the domai n of "i nteresti ng" behavi or 

to a finite region of the plane. 

Lemma 2.1: There exists a positively invariant disc D under the 

map g. 

D = {z E C: IZ-yj ~ ~~B} 

proof: In equati on (1.1), 1 et \o.J = Z - y, n n gi vi n 9 
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wh i ch i mp 1 i es that 

We want to find the condition forcing Iwn+1, .. Iwnl, 

This means that 

(Carr & Eilheck, 1985). 

By 
) I-B 

Thus, to understand the nature of the map g, it suffices to 

understand the behavior within the disc O. Further~ore, we can gain 
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insight into the nature of the attracting set for the disc by adopting 
0:> 

a preliminary definition of the attracting set as The 

map is area-contracting since its Jacobian is 
2 

U gi(O). 
i =0 

B2 < 1. Successive 

images of 0 have area = B (area of pre-image), and the attracting 

set cannot contain a region. 

In order to get more precise infor~ation ahout the action of 

the map away from the fixed points, our primary tool will he the 

stable and unstable manifolds of unstable fixed points. We use 

Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983) for the following determination of 

stable and unstable manifolds. 



Theorem 2.2: (Stable Manifold Theorem for a fixed point). Let 

g:R2 
+ R2 be a C1 diffeomorphism with a fixed point P. Then there 

are stable and unstable manifolds W~oc(P), W~oc(P), tangent to the 

eigenspaces ES, EU of Dg(P) at P,of dimension 1. Hl
s (P) and 

p p oc 
u W 1 oc ( P) are as smooth as g. 

s n n Wloc(P) = {z € C : 9 (z) + P as n + + =, and 9 (z) € U, n) a} 

-n -n 9 (z) + P as n + +=, and 9 (z) € U, 

u u = u 9 (Wloc(P)) 
n)O 

n > a} 

We will also need to define stable and unstable manifolds for an 

unstable periodic point Pm' which has least period ~ (that is, 

gi(Pm) 1- Pm' 0 < i < m, and gm(Pm) = Pm). The stable and unstable 

manifolds WU(Pm) and wS(Pm) are defined in the same way as in the 

above definiti ons, \'/ith the map 9 repl aced by G, where G = gm. 

For a two-dimensional map, the fixed or periodic points with 

interesting manifold structure are saddle points. Recall from (1.15) 

that for a fixed point of saddle type, 

I "ul > 1.0, I "sl < 1.0, and "1"2 = B2 < 1.0. 

This saddle structure is exploited in our numerical investigation of 

the behavior of the map. 
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2.2 Description of the Numerical Investigation of the Map 

The analysis of the global dynamical behavior of the map g 

is based on a numerical iteration of the map. Several different 

techniques have been employerl, but the fundamental tool has been the 

numerical generation of WS and WU for fixed and periodic points. 

At a given parameter value, the location of the fixed points is 

determined by solving (1.11) numerically: that is, finding zeros of 

122 
f(lzl) = cos ( Cl 2 - K) - 2B (1 + B - ...::!-j

zI
2) 

1+1 zl 

To each solution of (2.1) corresponds exactly one fixed point, by 

Lemma 1.1. Equation (1.15) is then employed to calculate the 

eigenvalues of Dg(z) at the fixed point z. 

(2.1) 

For a fixed point of sarldle type, the manifolds WU(z) anrl 

WS(z-) are generated. T'IIO different techniques are employed for this, 

and both exploit the sadrlle structure of the fixed point. Recall that 

the eigenvalues of Og(z) satisfy 2 
A A = B < 1.0, u s 

I Aul > 1.0, and 0 < 1 "sl < 1.0. This means that a local 

neighborhood of z will be squashed in the stable direction, and 

stretched in the unstable direction under repeated application of 

g. (see fig. 2."1). If the initial neighborhood containing z is 

small, several iterations of the map g yield a set which is 

stretched along W~ oc (z), and whi ch contai ns it. Thi s idea is used 

. 1 h WU(z-) in one numerlca sc erne to generate by defining an initial 

circle of 700 points centered at -z, of radius ~ .005. The 
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Figure 2.1 The behavior of a circular region of initial values 
under the maps g and 9-1• 
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eigenvalues of Og(z) satisfy AuAs = B2, so I Asl < B2 = 0.81 as 

long as I Aui > 1.0., and in general, As = B2 t-' so that local 
u 

neighborhoods are squashed more than they are stretched under the 

map g. 

The generati on of HS (z) entail s the use of g-1. The 

eigenvalues ~u and ~s of Og-1 sati sfy = B-2, with ~u ·~s 

1 1 
~u = -X-' and ~s = -X- ' 

s u 
and ~s = ~ • .!.... In thi s case, we on ly 

B ~u 

have I ~ I > ~ and j ~ I 
u B 5 

< 1.0, so that the squashing is IIwea ker ll 

than the stretching. This causes a problem in the numerical creation 

of WS(z) when Dg-l(z) has eigenvalue ~s near 1.0 in I'lagnitude: 

the squashing can be very weak in comparison to the stretching, and 

initial images of a circle of initial conditions give poor 

approximations to vJs(z). A partial solution is to reduce the radius 

of the circle of initial points to radius = .001, say. 

This technique has the disadvantage that each image under 

gn of an initial circle is anchored to the fixed point z. This is 

reflected in a tremendous stretching of the distance between points 

since each image of the initial circle must span the entire arc length 

from the leading edge along one branch of the manifold, hack through 

the point z, and out to the other leading edge along the seconrl 

branch of the manifold. Since we are limited in the number of initial 

points by machine capacity, resolution alonq the manifold is quickly 

lost. 

A partial solution is to allow each successive mapping 

interval to move out alonq the manifold. For an arhitrary point p, 
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P € wU(i), p f i, define a mapping interval [p,g(p)], a closed 

segment which is a subset of WU(i), with endpoints p and g(p). 

Assume that the eigenvalues of Dg(z) are positive; it ;s then clear 

that successive images of [p,g(p)] will all lie on the same hranch 

u -) of w (z • If a second point R. € WU(i), 2. 'f i, is chosen on the 

other branch of WU(i), we can define 

where 

wU(i) = [z,p] u {u gi [p,g(p)] u [i,R.)} 
i )0 

- u -[z,p] c w (z), 

u -[p,g(p)] c W (z), 

- u -[z , 2] C IN (z), 

u -[2,g(2)J C w (z). 

{u gi[R.,g(R.)]} (2.2) 
i ;;.0 

When the eigenvalues of Dg(i) are negative, the image 

g(p) of p lies on the opposite branch of WU(i) from the branch on 

which p lies. In this case, define 

~JU(i) = [i,p] u [i,g(p)] u {u gi [p,g2(p)]} (2.3) 
i ~O 

where 
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- u -[z,g(p)J C W (z), 

2 u -[p,g (p)J C W (z). 

The stable manifold of z, l~s(z) can be defined in a similar way: 

(1) if the eigenvalues of Og(z) are positive, 

where p £ Vls(z), 9.. £ ~Is(z), P 'f z, R, 'f z, and p lies on the 

opposite branch of t~s(z) from R" 

- s -[z, p Jew (z), 

- s -[z , R, ] C W ( z ) , 

-1 s -[p,g {p)J C VI (z), 

-1 s -[R"g (R,)J C W (z). 

(2) If the eigenvalues of Og{z) are negative, define 

s - -where p £ VI (z), p 'f z, 
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- s -[z , p] c w (z), 

- -1 s -[z , 9 ( P )] c W (z), 

-2 s -[p,g (p)] c w (z). 

The preceding observations are incorporated into the second 

method of numerically generating WU(z), and Ws(z). In the case 

that z is a fixed point, the eigenvalues Au and \ are 

calculated numerically using (1.15). The idea is to generate a 

segment contained in EU which gives a good approximation to 
z 

[p,g(p)] CWu(z). The angular displacement 6 of the eigenspace 

EU can he calculated from Dg(z), using equation (1.14): 
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(

A _.L (x+y )) 
_ -1 IJ ax 
e = tan (2.6) 

a '" ) - (x+y ay 

~~e approxi mate U -p,g(p) e: W (z) by a strai ght line segment 

Po + t ( p 1-P 0 ) with PO £ EU, I po-zl « 1.0 (for example, 

I po-il ~ .002), and P1 = g(PO) + .05(g(PO) - po) • The second term 

in the expression insures that successive images of the straight line 

segment 

wi 11 overl ap under iterati on by g, in compensati on for the fact that 

u u -PO J; E"" and hence is not necessari lyon W (z). 
x 



2.3 Rifurcation Behavior 

A necessary condition for a bifurcation to occur for the map 

g is that Dg(i) have an eigenvalue I AI = 1. Due to the 

constrai nt on the eigenvalues 2 
Al A2 = B < 1.0, this can happen in 

only two ways: 

(1) Dg(z) has eigenvalues Al = 1.0, A2 = 82 at a parameter value 

( 2) 

( a y) This situation is associated with a saddle-node cr' cr • 

bifurcation, and it is the bifurcation creating the pair of 

fixed points U and M, as well as the creation of the 

points Land M. 

Dg(i) has eigenvalues A = u -1.0, As = -R 
2 at a parameter 

(acr ' Ycr ). Because of the constraints on Dg(z) for 

i = U,L, or M developed in Chapter 1, L is the on ly fi xed 

point at which this can occur. We shall discuss this situation 

first, and defer consideration of (1). 

A = -1.0 is associated with a period-doubling bifurcation u 

(also called a IIflip" bifurcation - see Guckenheimer and Holmes, 

(1983)). In this situation, it is possible to define a set of 

parameter values 

° ~ t ~ 1, 
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such that the eigenvalues A
1

, A2 of Dg(L) satisfy 

{1 ) I All < 1. 0, I A21 < 1. 0, at t = a 

(2) A1 = -1.0, A2 = _B
2 

at t = t cr ' a < tcr < 1 

(3) 2 A1 < 1. 0, -B < A2 at t = 1. O. 

That is, the fixed point L exists throughout the parameter range, 

and ei genva1ue 1.1 crosses through -1.0 as t- increases. 

This situation has heen investigated numerically, and it 

consititutes an important ingredient in the change in the nature of 

attracting sets as para~eters (a,y) are changed. A ~ore complete 

description of the evolution of Ll and the manifolds WU(L), 

WS(L) associated with the increase of t from t = a to t = 1.0 

can be found in (Hammel, Jones and Moloney, 1985). 

Numerical observations for the map g reveal a succession of 

bifurcation boundaries, marking the creation of period-2, period-4, 

period-8, ••• , period-2n points. At each level, immediately after 

nodes are created, each with the property that 
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bi furcati on, 2n 

2n (pi) = pi 
9 2n 2n' 

k' . 
but g (P~n) "f P~n' for k < 2n. The boundaries of 

the period-2, the period-4, and the period-8 bifurcations are shown in 

fig. 2.2 and are labelled P2, P4, and P8 correspondingly. The 

curves P4 and P8 occur in the figure in two separate- pieces. This 

is due to a phenomenon which we will describe later: there are two 

distinct manifestations of the lower branch attractor, the L-vertical 

attractor and the L-hori zontal attract or, separated by the bounclary 

VRT. 
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For both sets of boundaries, the boundary P2n+2 1 i es closer 

to P2n+1 than P2n+1 does to P2n: P16 woulcl be very close to P8, 

and P32 is nearly indistinguishable from P16 at the scale of fi g. 

2.2. This apparent accumulation of boundari es P2n to a 1 i mi t 

boundary pm can be seen for a particular sequence of parameter 

points determined for successive boundaries for the set of boundaries 

to the left of VRT. Along the line y = .75, 

a p2 = 4.108 

a p4 = 5.089 

ap8 = 5.385 

ap16 = 5.447 

ap32 = 5.459 

ap64 = 5.4607 

We emphasize that these values were obtained in a rather 

simple way - by tracking the transition from 2n nodes, to the first 

appearance of 2n+l nodes. The eigenvalues of Dg 2n (N1n) at the 

peri od-2n nodes were not cal cul ated, and hence the accuracy of the 

determination is not high. Moreover, ~he line y = .75 was a 

somewhat arbitrary choice. (Precise calculations of the bifurcation 

"velocity", and corroboration of Feigenbaum's universal constants can 

be found in (Carmichael, Snapp and Schieve, 1982). 

What is more important to our description of attracting sets 

is the evolution of WU(L) through successive period-doubling 

bi furcati ons. The foll owi ng sequence of plots shows HU( L) at 

y = .8, as a increases. 
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Figure 2.3(a): '( = 4.3, y = 0.8. This parameter value is not far 

from the L-M saddle node bifurcation, WU(L) is not very extensive 

and the two branches are spiralling into the two stable period-2 

nodes ~IS(L) is also shown, dividing the disc 0 into distinct basins 

for each of the two period-2 points. Note that increasing arc length 

along WU(L) is to move ever closer to one of the two period-2 nodes. 

Figure 2.3(b): a = 4.73, y = 0.8. 

This parameter value is just beyond the point of homoclinic tangency 

WU(L) n WS(L) F~. A profound change in character has occurred for 

both ~'JU(L) and WS(L). A single branch of WU(L), which is shown 

as a solid line, is no longer confined to the basin of one period-2 

node. As will be seen more completely in subsequent figures, the 

small portions of WU(L) which cross WS(L) are destined to wind 

around the opposite branch of WU(L). Correspondingly, the basins of 

the two nodes defined by \ojS(L) are changed by the intrusion of small 

loops of WS(L). We will discuss the implications of homoclinic 

i ntersecti ons ina 1 ater secti on - it suffi ces to note that thei r 

occurence is intimately connected with the evolution of the attracting 

set. 

Figure 2.3(c): a = 5.17, y = 0.8. 

The period-2 points have bifurcated to a period-4 orbit. Only a short 
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portion of ~JS(L) is shown for clarity, but it is clear that the 

homoclinic intersection WU(L) n WS(L) F ~ mentioned above is more 

developed, contributing to a characteristic winding of portions of 

WU(L) about portions of the opposite branch of WU(L). 

Figure 2.3(d): a = 5.2574, y = 0.8. 

Two more period-doubling bifurcations have occurred, creating the 

period-16 orbit shown inside WU(L). The homoclinic intersection 

WU(L) n WS(L) ~ () has progressed further. 

Fi gure 2. 3( e): a = 5.4, Y = 0.8. 

This shows the shape of the initial portions of WU(L), to be 

compared with the next figure. 

Figure 2.3(f): a = 5.4, y = 0.8. 

The strange attractor resulting from plotting the orbit of a single 

initial point under 25,000 iterations. This attractor appears to he 

equivalent to the closure of \'JU(L) shown in fig. 2.3(e). A 

characteri sti c banded Cantor set structure is apparent. 
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We shall discuss the relevance of the homoclinic intersection 

further in Chapter 3. In the figures 2.3 (b), (c), (d),. it is notable 

that, although the asymptotic state of most initial conditions is the 

period-2, period-4 or period-16 orbit, it is also true that some 

initial conditions wander about the region distinct from the periodic 

orbit for arbitrarily long times. In particular, points on WU(L) 

can be found which behave in this way. 
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2.4 Attractors and Basins 

In a preceding section, we described the evolution of an 

attracting set via a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations. In 

that sequence, the relation of WU(L) to the attracting set is 

described, and beyond the accumulation point of the period-doubling 

sequence, the relation between WU(L) and the attractor is 

mentioned. Our approach is to include appropriate unstable manifolds 

in the descriptions of attracting sets. 

The appropriate association for stable manifolds in the 

determination of long-time behavior is their role as hasin 

boundaries. In this chapter, we descrihe this utilization of stable 

manifolds Ws• We also introduce a central focus of our 

investigation: the description of the interaction hetween attractors 

and basin boundaries using unstable and stable ~anifolds. 

Definition: the L-attractor is the w-limit set of any region which is 

an g-neighborhood of the fixed point L. 

Stable manifolds of fixed or periodic saddle points separate 

distinct basins of attraction. The most dominant separation is 

defined by WS(M), the stable manifold of the middle branch fixed 

point M. WS(M) divides the disc 0 into two separate regions: the 

basin of attraction of the L-attractor, ann the hasin of U. (II is 

always a stable spiral point for our parameter range, hut L can 

evolve from a stable point into a more complex attracting set.) 

The stable manifold forms a separatrix in the sense that, for 

any z g WS(M ), for a nei ghhorhood Ng( z), there exi sts a poi nt 
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R. € Ne(z) such that I gn(R.) - LI < €2 

that I gn(u) - LI < €2' as n + + 00. 

and a poi nt U € N (z) 
€ 

Furthermore, the map is 

such 

orientation preserving, hence an oriented region near WS(M) 

containing the point p is mapped to an oriented region containing 

the point g(p). The oriented side on \~S(M) pointing towards M 

must be mapped to a si de on WS(M) poi nti ng towards M. (see fi g. 

2.4) Thus the side pointing into the basin of L must, by 

orientation preservation, have as its image a side also pointing into 

the basin of L. The map is also continuous and one-to-one. A 

point q in the interior of the basin of L cannot he mapped outside 

the basin: construct a hox B such that q is on one side of the box, 

as shown. If g(q) lies outside, an interior point of B is forced 

to have its i mage under g lyi ng on ~IS(M), vi 01 ati ng the one-to-one 

nature of the map g. 

The basins of the L-attractor and of U undergo a striking 

change as parameters a and yare varied. One fact concerning the 

large-scale shape of the hranches of WS(M) is that for large I znl, 

i.e. for Iznl »y, t~S(M) has the shape of a logarithmic spiral: 

the inverse map generating WS(M) is 
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08
2 

2 2 « 1, 
B +1 zn -yl 

so 

The map 

defines a logarithmic spiral: let 

s: (:~ 1 

z 
n 

and these points satisfy r = ae Pv , 

i en 
= r e 

n 

(
S-l rn) 
8 -K r 

then 

where 
R.n ( s ) 

p = K • 

This spiral character can be clearly seen in the figures 2.5, 

2.6, 2.7. These figures show how the relative sizes of the domains 

of U and the L-attractor change for different values of y along a 

line a = constant = 3.0. 

Figure 2.5: y = .255, a = 3.0: This value is near the parameter 

value at which a saddle-node bifurcation occurs, creating the saddle 

M and the node lJ. The basi n of Lis the domi nant basi n. 

Figure 2.6: y = .50, a = 3.0: The U-basin is clearly the dominant 

domain at this value. 
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Figure 2.7: y = .98, a = 3.0: The basin of L has shrunk to a long 

thin filament. The point is near the saddle-node bifurcation boundary 

across which the node L and saddle M are created/destroyed. 

This series of phase portraits is of mathematical interest 

because it shows how the domains change continuously along a parameter 

line between the middle-upper bifurcation point and the middle-lower 

bifurcation point. They also suggest that this change, while 

continuous, is certainly not linear: throughout most of the 

intervening parameter line, the upper L-basin predominates. It is 

numeri ca lly quite di ffi cult to fi nd a poi nt near the L-M bi furcati on 

at which the U-basin is a thin filament. 

Physically, these competing domains are of interest because of 

the question of switching between two IIstable ll states. At (( = 3.0, 

both Land U are stable points. As an example, for the basin 

configuration at y = .50 consider the possibility of a sudden change 

in intensity of the si gnal, without a phase change. If the beam is at 

state L, and the beam intensity is momentarily increased, the 

resultant signal will be represented by a point in the U-hasin. 

Similarly, for a point at or near U, a sudden momentary decrease in 

intensity (down to ILl) will force the signal to be in the L-basin, 

since a circle of radius ILl is entirely contained within the L

basin. In contrast, for y = .98 it is very likely that a change in 

either intensity or phase will force a point in the L-basin into the 

U-basin; however switching from the U-basin back down to the L-basin 

is clearly rruch more unlikely. 
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The previous discussion of the bifurcation behavior of the map 

introduced some of the possible attracting set behavior for the map. 

In particular, we noted the occurrence of stable fixed points L 

and U, and the appearance of period 2n stable orbits as L 

undergoes period-doubling bifurcations. These sets of points define 

the attracti~g set for a given basin in the sense that they describe 

the typical steady state orbital behavior of the system. For example, 

when L has bifurcated to 2 period-2 points, (fig. 2.4), the period-2 

orbit is the long-time destiny of nearly all initial conditions within 

the basin of L at this parameter value. 

However, we wish to include WU(L) in our definition of 

attracting sets for the ensuing analysis. We should note that this 

differs from the definition of attractor given by Guckenheimer and 

Holmes (1983) since it may violate their condition of 

indecomposability. One justification for our definition is that the 

shape and behavior of WU(L) prefigures the well-developed chaotic 

attractor (fig. 2.2 (a)-(f)). 

This definition is also important to the understanding of the 

transition from simple sinks to the well-developed chaotic 

attractor. In thi s i ntermedi ate parameter zone the behavi or of 

initial points in the neighborhood of L becomes more complex. 

Despite the existence of stable sinks (such as period-2n sinks) it is 

possible to find initial points Pi such that for arhitrary n > 0, 

gn( Pi) is "far" from any of the peri od 2n si nks. 

To understand thi s behavi or, we note that manifol ds WS( Pi ), 

WU(Pi ) of a periodic point Pi can either become tangent (a 



homoclinic tangency) or cross transversally (a homoclinic 

intersection). Both of these cases will be described by 

WU(Pi ) n WS(Pi ) ~~. A specific instance of this hehavior is shown 

for the point M: WU(M) n WS(M) F~, and the point 

Zo £ WU(M) n WS(M), with Zo ~ r~, is called a homoclinic point 

since gn(zO) + M as u + ± ClO. (see fig. 2.8). This figure 

illustrates one of the sudden changes that occurs for a transversal 

WU(M) n WS(M) F~: the topol ogi cal confi gurati on of WS(M) as a 

separatrix of two distinct basins is quite different from the case 

~JU(M) n WS(M) =~. To illustrate, a poi nt ZI is shown escapi ng from 

what was in the prehomoclinic case the basin of L. 

It is clear that generating the more distal portions of both 

WU(M) and WS(M) will reveal sections which wind successively 

further along the initial portions of the respective manifolds. That 

this must occur can be seen hy simply following the necessary images 

of a given point of intersection between HU(M) and \~S(M). It can 

be seen that to generate more completely the manifolds involved in a 

homoclinic intersection results in a very complicated configuration. 

A similar situation can occur for the manifolds of L: 

WU(L) n WS(L) F~. Because of the period-doubled, or flipping nature 

of L, both branches of each of the manifol ds loI U( L) and ~JS( L) are 

involved in the homoclinic orbit of a homoclinic point z00 The 

bifurcation diagram shows a curve labelled ~1BH, which is the set of 

parameter values at whi ch ~JU(M) n WS(M) F ~ is at tangency (see fi g. 
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Fi gure 2.8 WU(M) n WS(M) t ~; a homoclinic orhit (gi(zo)) 

and the lIescape ll of gn(zl) as n ... 00 • 
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2.9, 2.10). At parameter values to the right and above this boundary, 

a transversal WU(M) n WS(M) F ~ occurs. There are also two separate 

curves labelled LBH, at which WU(L) n 14 s(L) t- f) is at tangency. The 

reason for the existence of two distinct curves will be explained 

1 ater. 

2.5 Attractinq Sets 

We return now to the bifurcation oiagram (fig. 2.9). The 

basic goal of our analysis is to characterize both the attracting sets 

and the associated basins at arbitrary parameter points in the 

bifurcation diagram. Thus, the bifurcation diagram is partitioneo 

into sub-regi ons; IIgeneri c II behavi or \'Ii 11 be defi ned \'Ii thi n these 

regions, and a description of the qualitative changes that occur when 

a boundary is crossed. IIGeneric ll here means that we are interested in 

the behavior of most initial conditions in the complex plane under the 

map. For reasons to be elucidated later, it is impossible to describe 

explicitly ill of the components of the attracting sets; however, 

these anomalies usually occur for basins which are quite small, and do 

not dominate the overall behavior. 

Within the three-fixed-point region, for a < 3.5, say, the 

attracting set is dominated by the two sinks Land U. He now \'Iish 

to isolate the effect of crossing into the leftmost region bounded hy 

LBH, while staying outside of the MRH region (i.e., to the left and/or 

below the boundary MBH). Consider increasing values of a, a > 4.0 

along l = .80. Since WU(M) n WS(M) = 0, the L-attractor is 

completely contained within the basin defined by HS(M). This is true 
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since WU(L) n WS(M) :I (3 cannot occur when WU(M) n WS(M) = ~. 

This separates the (a,y) space of the bifurcation diagram 

into two distinct regions: (1) points inside the MBH region, which is 

to say points in the upper right corner of the diagram; (2) all points 

outside of the MBH region. For all parameter points outside the MBH 

region, the L-attractor is contained within the L-basin defined by 

WS(M). We have previously characterized the simpler features of the 

L-attractor; namely, the period-2n sinks created by successive period

doubling bifurcations. However, a large portion of the bifurcation 

diagram outside contains regions of parameter values at which the 

behavior of an initial set of points is not confined to an asymptotic 

approach to a peri od-2n orbit. Instead, one observes that, although a 

large portion of initial conditions in a neighborhood of L might 

settle into an asymptotic approach to some periodic orbit, there is a 

residual set of points which "meander" for arbitrarily high iterates. 

The reason for such behavior is the existence of a homoclinic 

intersection. In fact, Guckenheimer and Holmes, (1983) use the 

existence of such an intersection is their definition of strange 

attractor. It is important to under.stand that despite the sudden 

qualitative change induced by the occurance of a homoclinic 

intersection, the transition is smooth with respect to the behavior of 

most initial conditions. For a parameter value at which 

WU(L) n WS(L) :I ~ is near tangency, one observes most points settling 

into an asymptotic approach to some periodic orbit. However, there 

are points which wind around the closure of WU(L) for arbitrarily 
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hi gh iterates of the map. Thi sis apparent simply by computi ng the 

necessary destiny of certain segments of \'JU(L); under iteration, the 

images of these portions must wind around the previous portions of 

WU(L). (fig. 2.2 (c), (d), (e)). 

It is this fact about the behavior of points on WU(L) that 

motivates the inclusion of WU(L) in our definition of attracting 

set. Thus, in fig. 2.2 (a) WU(L) will be essentially invisible if 

an initial set of points in the L-neighborhood is iterated heavily. 

However, when WU(L) n WS(L) ~~, if a region containing L is 

mapped under gk, k large, the outlines of portions of WU(L) will 

be apparent. As appropriate parameters are increaseri so as to 

increase the severity of the homoclinic intersection WU(L) n WS(L), 

(for example, along y = .8, let a increase to a = 5.4), a well

developed "chaotic" attractor is produced. At such a parameter level, 

isolated sinks have lost their attracting nature, and almost all 

initial values are seen to wonder chaotically over the attracting set 

shown (fig. 2.2 (f)). This picture is representative of the 

situation that occurs for parameter values in the triangular region of 

the parameter plane outside MBH, inside LBH, to the left of VRT, and 

beyond Poo• 

We would like to characterize the hehavior of the L-attractors 

in general for all parameter values outside MRH. The progression 

shown in fig. 2.2 does not describe the situation in general. The 

objective of this section is to describe a certain type of sudden 

change in the attractor that can occur for a wide range of parameter 



values. These transitions occur for an L-attractor for which 

WU(L) () WS(L) F~. As a preliminary to this, it is necessary to 

discuss some of the constituent dynamics that are involved. 

Therefore, we will initially describe a parameter range in which 

WU(L) () WS(L) =~, and foclls on other effects. 

For parameter values to the right of VRT and within the 

period-L boundary Pi' a different attractor is found. We will 

differentiate the two different types of attractor: the vertical 

attractor occurs for parameter pOints to the left of VRT, and the 

horizontal attractor happens for points to the right of this 

boundary. The attractor portrayed in fi g. 2.2 (f) is a typi cal 

example of the vertical attractor. 

The line VRT is defined as the left-side boundary of the 

appearance of a stable horizontal period-2 orbit. This boundary in 

itself is not particularly important. However, it is useful as a 

boundary for a sequence of events that radically alters the character 

of the L-attractor. 

The cause of this change in nature of the attracting set is 

the appearance of a period-2 saddle-node set. These two period-2 
1 1 2 2 saddle-node sets will be denoted {S2' N2} and {S2' N2}, 

or {S1, N~} for i = 1,2. To elucidate this change, we examine a 

sequence of parameter values which will show the change in WU(L), 

and the interaction of the stable manifolds of the period-2 saddle set 

with WU(L). Let y = .70, and let a increase through the critical 

value by examining a = 5.44, a = 5.46, a = 5.48, and a = 5.50. 
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Figure 2.11: a = 5.44 t \'/U(L) and \~s(L) are shown t and a stable 

period 4 orbit which is attracting for initial points near L. The 

eigenvalues of Dg(L) are negative: regions on one side of WU(L) 

and WS(L) are mapped under g to the other sides of these two 

manifolds. The two saddle-node sets can be seen very soon after 

bifurcation; they are fixed under the map g2. One branch of 

is in the basin of the node, while the other branch shadows 

Note that vls(S i) defines an extremely thin basin of 
2 

attraction for the node. 

Figure 2.12: As a increases to a = 5.46, the basins delineated 

by WS(S~) increase in size, and WS(S~) is closer to WU(L) 

Fi gure 2.13: a = 5.48 very near the criti cal value for a. 

Figure 2.14: a = 5.50, beyond the critical value for a. Here, 
1 2 WU(L) spirals into the basin of the two nodes N2, N2• At this 

70 

value, the upper and lower portions of what was the vertical L

attractor one no longer accessible to WU(L). The shapes of those two 
u i porti ons are out 1 i ned by W (S 2). At this point, now 

defines a basin which is a thin band containing L and the nodes 

{N1}. WU(L) is now in the early stages of the characteristic shape 

of the horizonal attractor. 

In the sequence of events discribed above, there are two 

topics which we wish to explore further. The first is to understand 
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the parameter range in which the period-2 saddles exist, and how they 

change as parameters change. The second topic is to discuss the 

interaction of WU(L} with Ws(S~}. The 2-saddle node pairs have 

been numerically observed to exist in most of the region of the right 

of VRT and above the M -ll bifurcation boundary (i. e., the lower 

boundary of region 3). Whether the saddle-node pairs are created at 

the M-U boundary is difficult to ascertain since their domains became 

increasing small near the boundary, but they do exist down to a line 

very near thi s boundary. 

The series of phase portraits described above along this 

line y = .70 showed the transition WU(L} from a vertical attractor 

to a horizontal attractor. The sequence occurs in the following 

way; WU(L} makes an apparently instantaneous switch from one basin 

set to another. At one parameter value, WU(L} is entirely contained 

in the vertical basin. As the parameter changes, WU(L} coincides 

with WS(S~}; another small change in a puts WU(L} entirely 

within the horizontal basin. This unusual behavior describes the 

transition across VRT for all values of y less than y ~ .72. For 

larger values of y, the transiti on zone expands into a fan-shaped 

region (see 2.9). At parameter values within this fan-shaped region, 

portions of WU(L} occupy both the horizontal basins and the vertical 

basins. The plots (fig. 2.11 - 2.14) show that type of transition. 

The constrast between the two different transition regimes is 

interesting because of the ramifications for basin behavior. For the 

previous sequence along y = .70, a small initial region about L 
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will occupy both horizontal and vertical basins only for a very brief 

parameter interval - if one tracks only steady state solutions, the 

switch between attractors will be sudden. For the sequence along 

a = 6.5, however, there will be a relatively long parameter interval 

in which portions of initial points near L are mapped to both 

horizontal and vertical attractors. 

The sudden change we wish to investigate occurs upon crossing 

the boundary labelled "explosion boundary" which was determined 

numerically. Increasing parameter values across this boundary yields 

an attractor which suddenly expanded (or "exploded") to fill out the 

vertical attractor. (Ueda, [1980J) The shape of this vertical 

attractor is always outlined by the behavior of the appropriate 

vertical branch of t./ U(S1). 
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The preceding sequence along a = 6.5 shows WU(L) making the 

transition from horizontal to a vertical attractor. The mechanism 

behind this change is the occurrence of the heteroclinic connection 

WU(L) n WS (S1) F 0. However, despite the dramatic change in ~!U(L), 

this is not a true explosion since small neighborhoods of the stable 

sinks in the horizontal attractor are unaffected by the change. 

Therefore, 

Definition: the explosion boundary is a set of parameter values at 

which WU(L) n WS (S1) f 0 is at tangency. It is identified in the 

bifurcati on di agram by the curve EXP. 
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Defi niti on: The expl osi on of the L-attractor occurs along that subset 

of the explosion boundary which in addition satisfies WU(L) n WS(L) F ~. 

In the bifurcation diagram, this subset is approximately defined as 

all points on the explosion boundary for which a > 6.9. 

and WU(S ~) is essenti al to , 
the phenomenon of explosion, the behavior of these ~anifolds for 

various parameter regions will be described. Our goal is to show that 

for a large portion of the boundary an essential ingredient of the 

explosion process is the existence of a homoclinic orbit between the 

two saddles S~ and s~; 

Figure 2.15: L is a spiral sink. The domains of the two nodes 

N~, N~ are extremely thin; almost all points go to L. 

Figure 2.16: y = .57: as y is increased, WU(S~) n Wu(S~) F ~ has 

occurred for the branch associated with the vertical attractor. We 

label these two branches: (e suggests external). 

Figure 2.17: y = .65 It 

is this intersection which will be examined in more detail. 

The major unexplored region of the bifurcation diagram is the 

region inside the boundary labelled MBH ("inside H means parameter 

points on the upper right side of the curve). The curve MBH is 
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Figure 2.17 The per;orl-2 sadrlles and near tangency 

vl~(S~) n H!.(S~) t= ~. Ct = 7.0, y = 0.65. 
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defined as the set of points at which WU(M) n l4 S(M) "f III is at 

tangency. For parameter points inside this region, WU(M) n WS(M) ;. III 

is transversal. When this homoclinic intersection is transversal, 

there is a striking change in the topological nature of the basins 

of Land U. As indicated in figure 2.8 in a previous section, 

points which were in the L-basin for WU(M) n WS(M) = Ill, can be in 

the U-basin when WU(M) n WS(M) = III is transversal (for example, the 

point zl). 

We wi 11 analyse in some detai 1 the effect of wU(M)n WS(M) "f III 

on the behavior of the L-attractor. It is observed that as parameter 

values are increased to a point inside the region MBH, the L-attractor 

can be destroyed. This destruction of the attractor will be the focal 

center for most of the ensuing analysis. Fig. 2.18 shows a single 

point escaping to the U-attractor. (This particular picture was made 

by interating 100 initial points near L 80 times - a similar picture 

results for a single point under iteration). The parameter value is 

near the boundary of homoclinic tangency as can be seen in fig. 

2.19. A more dramatic example of the destruction of the L-attractor 

is shown in figures 2.20, 2.21. 

This phenomenon of destruction of the attractor is an example 

of an event described by Grebogi, Ott, and Yorke (1983) as a boundary 

crisis. The occurrence of an explosion of an L-attractor is an 

example of another type of crisis, an interior crisis. They define a 

cri si s to be "a coll i si on between a chaoti c attractor and a coexi sti ng 

unstable fixed point or periodic orbit". Our approach is to use the 
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3.10 

Fi gure 2.18 The destruction of the vertical L-attractor. 

The arrow indicates the escape of a single 

point q: lim\9n(q) - U\ = a • 
n+oo 
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1.10 

-2.7121 

-.70 3 . 1 121 

Fi gure 2.19 Con fi gu rat; on of \l/ u (tq n ~Is 0,1) ~ Y' at 

ex = 7.0, y = 1.07. Compare to fi g. 2.1R. 
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Figure 2.20 The L-attractor for a = 4.81, y = 0.95. 
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manifold structure of the points Land M to analyse the changes in 

attractors. Our definition of destruction of the L-attractor is the 

exi stence of WU( L) n WS(M) ~ ~. 



CHAPTER 3 

BASIN BEHAVIOR NEAR HOMOCLINIC TANGENCY 

With this chapter we begin an investigation of the interaction 

between attractors and basin boundaries. Our goal is to understand 

changes in qualitative behavior near tangency of WU(M) n WS(M) ~ ~. 

We shall not consider attractors at all in this chapter; instead, we 

concentrate solely on the nature of the basin boundary defined by 

WS(M) • 

When WS(M) n WU(M) ~~, we can generate initial segments 

of WU(M) and WS(M) out to a common homoclin;c point, and form a 

closed regi on. The questi on that is addressed here is: how far into 

the "i nteri or" of the loop do porti ons of ~/S(M) invade as 

WU(M) n WS(M) ~ ~ approaches tangency? 

Our analysis ;s dependent on the fact that the ~ap 9 is 

di ss; pat; vee On the other hand, the results are not dependent on the 

particular form of the map g, and they hold for other dissipative 

maps. Furthermore, our only requirement on the point M is that 

for Dg(M), the eigenvalues satisfy 0 < As < 1 < Au' and 

AuAs < 1.0. Thus the results hold for the stable ~anifold of other 

periodic points simply by modifying certain estimates made v/ithin the 

proof. 

We now examine in more detail the behavior of the stable and 

unstable manifolds of the middle branch point M for parameter values 
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at which WU(M) n WS(M) 1~. Recall that the eigenvalues of Dg(M) 

sat is fy 0 < A < 1 < A • s u For a transversal WU(M) n WS(M) F~, the 

bi-infinite sequences {Pi}, {qi} are defined; Pi € WU(M) n WS(M) 

Hypothesis HI: Assume that the segment of WU(M) between Po and 

PI intersects the segment of ~~S(M) between Po and PI ..2!!..ll.. at 

the poi nts PO' PI' and qO' (See fi g. 3.1). 

Equivalently, it can be assumed that the transversal ~/U(M) n WS(M) F ~ 

produces precisely two distinct homoclinic orbits of winding number '-I: 

wind{Pi} = -1, wind{qi} = -1 (see Chapter 4 for a definition of 

winding number.) The relation between the subscripted indices for the 

sequences {Pi} and {qi} is speci fi ed by requi ri ng that 

I Pi - qi I + 0 as HU(M) n WS(M) 1 ~ approaches tangency. The 

transversal WU(M) n WS(M) F ~ defines regions called fingers which 

are bounded by a segment of HU(M) and a segment of WS (r~ ). Generate 

the initial portions of WU(M) and WS(M) as shown in fig. 3.1(b). 

Desi gnate the closed segments of ~IU(M) by 

1 i kewi se, the closed segments of HS(M) are denoted 



Po 
Ms (0) 

~o 

!V\s{-I) 

'l.-I N\u U) 
P-l 

Figure 3.1(a) The configuration and definition of stable 

and unstable fingers Ms(O) and Mu(j). 

Ms (0) 

Figure 3.1(b) The manifold configuration of 

WU(t~) n WS(M) f 0 specified by 

hypothesi s. g( PO) = Pl. 
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There are 3 bounded regions thereby defined; 

Definition: the stable finger Ms(O) is the closed region bounded 

by Su[po,qOJ and Ss[po,qOJ; 

Definition: the unstable finger Mu(j) is the region bounded by 

Su[qo,P1J and Ss[qo,P1J. (a relation between qO,Pl' and the 

index j will be specified later). For arbitrary indices k and 

j, the indexing scheme for {Ms(k)}, {Mu(j)} is determined by 

specifying g(Ms(k)) = Ms(k+l) and g(Mu(j)) = Mu(j+1). 

Consider in particular the map as defined by (1.1), 

g:R2 + R2, with Jacobian J = 82 = 0.81, and the fixed point M in 

a parameter region where WU(M) n WS(M) ~ ~ is transversal but very 

close to tangency. We exami ne the behavi or of porti ons of ~ls(t~) in 

a neighborhood of M. Let (acr ' Ycr) he a parameter value at 

whi ch WU(M) n WS(M) ! fll i s ~ tangency. Choose (al' Y1) such 

that WU(M) n WS(M) ~ ~ is transversal for the parameter values 

(acr+r(a1-acr)' Ycr+r(Y1-Ycr))' 0 < r ,.; 1. 

With reference to fig. 3.1(b), we shall explore the region 

Re bounded by the two segments Su[t~,POJ, and Ss[r~,POJ. He aSSUPle 

that the fixed point L exists within the interior of this region. 

The ultimate goal is to describe the interaction of WU(L) with 

WS(M). In this chapter we shall discuss only WS(M) and its relation 

with WU(M). 
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We shall first define a large region Re containing the 

point L in its interior, bounded by initial segments of both 
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HU(M) and WS(M). We intend to examine the behavior of WS(M) for 

parameter values at which WU(M) n WS(M) F ~ is near tangency, and it 

is conveni ent to make the i niti al segments of WU(M) and WS(M) 

roughly equivalent in arc length. Therefore, the index is 

initialized by letting k be the least integer index on a finite set 

of pairs (PR"qR,)' PR, e: {Pi}' qR, e: {qi}' satisfying-

and re-indexing so that that k = O. This oefines the point PO' and 

hence the region Re which is bounoed by the two segments 

S u [M, P OJ c W u (M ) an d S s [M , po] c W s (t~ ) • 

Next, a regi on Ri C Re is ciefi ned the boundary of '.'/hi ch 

( aR i ) is a uni form di stance from aRe' the boundary of Re-

aRe n aR i =~, and for poi nts s e: aRi , t e: ()Re , 

inf Is-tl-VI=O 
s e: aR i 
te:aRe 

The quantity V is called the tunnel width, and specifi~s the 

relation between the regions Re and Ri • This construction is shown 

in fig. 3.2. 

When r 1 0, the stable fingers Ms(j) are a relatively 

small compared with neighboring unstable fingers Mu(k). It is 
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Fi gure 3.2 HU(M) n VjS(M) f Y' near tangency; the regions 

Re and R; are defined by the 

boundar; es aRe and aR;. 



reasonable to guess that V may be chosen such that 

> 0, and further that a rel ati on 

between V and r can be found such that lim V = 0 holds. The 
r+O 

following theorem states that this does not occur; instean, a miniMum 

value Vc r 0 can be found such that g-i (Ms(j)) n Rc f ~ 

independent of r F 0, with R; = Rc where Rc is the region 

corresponding to Vc. 

The proof of the following theorem relies on a contraction 
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lemma which is proved in Chapter 5. We shall assume that the 

hypotheses developed in the subsequent chapters hold for this theorem. 

Theorem 3.1: For the faMily of parameter values 

(acr + r(a1-acr )' Ycr+r(YI-Ycr)) there exists a tunnel width 

Vc f 0 such that WS(M) n Rc f ~ where Rc is the region 

corresponding to Vc for all r, ° < r ~ 1. 

Proof: We invoke a family of coordinate transformations, depenning 

on r, which (i) put M at the origin; (ii) make the eigenspaces 

ES and EU of the linearized map orthogonal; and (iii) within a 

nei ghborhood Nr of r~ = 0, make the foll owi ng hol d: x-axi s = \~s(t~), 

and y-axis = WU(M). Throughout the ensuing, we will use the inverse 

map, which will be denoted G, defined;n the new coordinates 



The labelling of the manifolds WS(M) and WU(M), and the fingers 

Ms(j), Mu(k) will be retained from their definition under the map 

g; note that near M, the x-axis = WS(M) is the unstable manifold 

under the map G, and the y-axis = WU(M) corresponds to the stable 

manifold under G. 

Within the neighborhood Nr of M define a box B_; 
y 

B_ = [O,yJ x [OSJ (see fig. 3.3) with y to be specified later. 
y 

On B_, the map G is defi ned: 
y 

(x(n)) ("Ux(n) + X(n)k(X(n),Y(n))j (x(n+l)) 
y ( n) + II sy ( n) + y ( n ) P. ( x ( n ) ,y ( n )) 

= 
y( n+l) 

( 3.1 ) 

k(O,O) = 0; 9..(0,0) = 0 

( 3. 2) 

~( 0,0) = 0; a( 0, 0) = a ay ax 

The eigenvalues ~u and ~s of the linearized map DG(O) satisfy 

_ 1 
~u~s - :7 ' 

B 

A A = B2 us· 

since the eigenvalues Au and As of OG(O) satisfy 

Also, ~u > 1 > ~s > 0. The constructi on of the box 

B_ is determined by the magnitude of y. y is constrained in 
y 

magnitude by several considerations: the first requirement is that 

B_C Nr • The next bound is imposed by the magnitudes Ik(x,y)1 and 
y 

IfI.(x,y)l. Let 
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Figure 3.3 

(O,g) 
\ -

\ 

'" --- ~ 

M \1 

Construction of the box 

is embedded in Ms(j). 
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such that one ectge 



and 

Then, 

k = sup I k(x,y)l 
O';X(y 

O';Y(Y 

~ = SUp",IR.(x,y)1 
o.;x.;y 

O';Y(Y 

'" y must be chosen small enough to satisfy 

(i ) R. < 1 - J.l S 
( i i ) k < J.l -1 u 

( iii) (J.l s -~)( J.l u -I<) > 1 
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(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The derivation of these inequalities will be delayed until the end of 

the proof. 

The preceding considerations i~pose an upper limit on the size 

of the box B",. We then continue to decrease y until the upper edge 
y 

T", = {(x,y): 0 .; x ( y} 
y 

of the box B", intersects a stable finger 
y 

,.,.. 
Ms(j). This determines the index j. y is further adjusted by 

computing the coordinates of a point Uo = (xo,y), which satisfies 

Uo E S [p., q . ] C M (j) n W s (r~ ) 
s J J s 

Let I = {( x,y): 0 .; x .; xO}; then defi ne Uo as that poi nt 

u = (x,y) E Ss [Pj ,qj ] whose x-coordi nate .i s 1 argest subj ect to the 

constraint that Ie Ms(j). (fig. 3.4) 
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Fi gu re 3.4 Uo E WS(M) maximizes the x-coordinate. 



It is possible to use the same finger Ms(j) for 0 < r ~ 1: 

the magnitude of y changes on the order of 

= sup l}.Iul 
O<rd 

= i nf l}.Iu I 
O<rd 

(}.Imax - }.Imi n) 
}.Imi n 

where 
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Next, we shall examine the orbit within R~ of initial points 
y 

~ 

U E T~, u (x,y) and 0 < x < y 
y (}.Iu+k) 

Eventually, we shall be 

interested in a sequence of such initial points; the sequence will be 

indexed by the subscript i. Until we. explicitly define this 

sequence, the index should be considered as an arbitrary fixed 

quantity. o < x. < ~, there exi sts 
, }.I +k 

u 

mi = mi(x i ) with mi EN, such that 

For an initial 

U· , under G. ~Ie wi 11 

defining a second map 

m.+1 
an d G' ( u i) i B 

y 

poi nt l1i ' we wish to consi ner 

estimate the orbit GIll
( u. ) , E B -' 

G: 
y 

the orhit 

m ~ mi , 

of 

by 

( 3.6) 
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The integer index n appearing as the argument of xi (·) and Yi(·) 

indicates iteration under G. We define 

(xi(O), Yi(O)) = (xi'Y) = ui ' 

U i = { ( x ,y): 0 ~ x ~ xi}. 

and the segment ui C T ..... , 
Y 

Gn(u i ) can be computed explicitly: 

Now, define a curve Ci(t) = (xi(t), Yi(t)) for t e R, with 

xi(O) = xi' and Yi(O) = Y : 

xi (t) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

Clearly, the discrete points Gn(ui ) lie on this curve. The value 

te which satisfies 

( 3. 9) 

specifies an exit point (xi(t e ), Yi(t e )) which lies on the boundary 
..... 

of B ..... , on the line x = y. Letting [.J denote the greatest 
Y 

integer functi on, we have that for Ni = [te ], 



Gn (u.) € B for , '" 
Y 

n .. N. , 
N.+l 

-, ( ).1. an rl G u . ,. B • , ,... 
Y 

The defi ni ng characteri st i c of the map G( ui ) is the 

following relation given in terms of an initial point 

ui = (xi'y) = (xi ( 0), gi (0) ) : 

Gn(ui) = (x(n), y(n)) 

and 

then 
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xi(n) .. x(n), Yi(n) .:; y(n) (3.10) 

for all n such that n .. N.. The configuration is shown in fig. 
1 

3.5, in which the initial point is Uo = (xo,y), and the iterates 

under G of uOare embedded in the curve 

CO(t) = (xO(t), YO(t)). As indicated by the inequalities above, the 

successi ve iterates under G of Uo are bounded to one si de of the 

curve. Note that Gk(uo) € Gk(Ms(j)). NO\,1 , let Yi(t e ) = Yi+l. This 

means that Ci(te ) = (xi(te ), Yi(t e )) = (y, Yi+l). Define the 

segment Ti +1: 

N. 
Ti+1 = {(X'Yi+1): 0 .. x .. (\lu-k) 'xi } 

The goal is to describe an iterative process on the inrlex i. 
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._-.--

Fi gure 3.5 The box B 
'" 

and the orhits 
Y 



The following objects have been defined: 

(i) an entrance point ui = (xi(O), Yi(O)) = (xi'Y) 

(ii) a limit curve Ci(t) = (xi(t), Yi(t)), t e: R 

(iii) an exit point Ci(te ) = (xi(te ), Yi(t e )) = (,y, Yi+1) 

(note that te is in fact a functi on of the entrance poi nt ui' and 

hence of i, a dependence which has been suppressed in the notation). 

Define an entrance region Bin' 

= [G -1 (B ~) \ (G -1 (B ~) n B J 1 u (T ~ n B ~ ) • 
Y Y Y Y Y 
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Let d~ = (O,y) e: WS(M), and let d e: S (d ,G-1(d)) C \Js(M) be a 
Y s Y y 

s -1 point in the open segment of H (M) betvJeen d~ and G {dJ; and 
Y Y 

the point f e: (T~ n B,.J,.f f: d~. C~ denotes a continuous curve 
Y Y Y Y 

with d and f as endpoi nts, sati sfyi ng 

C C Bin C n (T n B ) = f, and C n S (d , G-1(d~)) = d. .... .... .... ~ ~ s .... 
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 

The point f has coordi nates f = (Xf'Y). Assume xf ~ xi for 

some i .. 0, i e: Z. He now show that Ti +1 establishes a houndary 

N· 
with respect to G 1 (C .... ) in the following sense: 

Y 
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Lemma 3.2: With the preceding hypothesis for the curve C~, then for 
y N. 

each x such that 0" x" (Jl -k) 'x., there exists a point u , 
N. 

w = (x,y) e: G '(C~) which satisfies y :> Yi+l. 
y 

proof: Let If = {(x,y):O" x " xf }; continuity and the one-to-one 

nature of the map G imply that for t" Ni and 0" x " (Jlu-k)txi , 

for any poi nt (x,y a) e: Gt(u i ), there exi sts a poi nt 

(x,y) e: Gt (eN) satisfying y :> Ya. Thus, it will suffice to show 
y N. 

that for each x such that 0" x " (Jlu-k) , xp there exists a 

k· 
point w = (x,y) e: G '(ui) which satisfies y:> Yi+l. Since 

Ni = [te ], the relations developed in (3.6) - (3.9) imply that for 

N. 
o " x " (Jl -k) , u 

"y(N.) , 

with the final inequality resulting from (3.10). Furthermore, for 
N. N. 

G '(u i ) = (x(k i ), y(k i )), we have x ( k .) > (Jl -k) , x. , a 1 so fr am , u , 

(3.10). 

The next step is to use Ti +1 to establish a minimum 

separation distance between Ms(j) and some image Gk(Ms(j)) which 

satisfies Gk(Ms(j)) n T~ F ~. This distance is estimated in the 
y 

following lemma, the proof of which is at the end of section 5.1. 
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Contraction Lemma: Consider the square regi on B ..... ' and the points 
y 

ui = (xi ,y), ui e: T ..... , and (y, Yi+1) 
Y 

e: a B ...... Then there exi st 
Y 

C > 0, and hence xi +1 > 0 with xi +1 
-= Xo + Cy i + l' and P > 0, 

with P e: N, such that 

-
(i) for all poi nts (x,y), with (x,y) e: GP(Ti+1) n T ..... , 

y 
x ;> xi+1 holds, 

(i i) for all x, o <; x .. Xi + l' there exists a poi nt 
-

(x,y) e: GP(T.+1)n B. 
1 1 n such that y :> y. 

These quantities C, xi+1 and P exist for all r, 0 < r ~ 1. 

Using equations (3.8), (3.9), and the preceding lemma. it is 

possible to define an iterative process to generate a succession of 

entrance points and exit points. We shall first describe the 

mechanical details of the iteractive process, and the associated 

requirements on K and i. Then it will be possible to discuss the 

utility of these points as boundaries. 

Let u. = (x.,y) be an arbitrary entrance point. From 
1 1 

equations (3.8) and (3.9), we can find the associated exit point 

Ci(te ) which lies on the curve Ci(t) by solving: 

(3.11a) 

(3.11b) 
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for t e , and equating. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

Letting 

~ - k = ~ (1-£ ) n u k 

Defi ne K by 

(3.14) 

And since 

R.n B2 + R.n~s - R.n( 1-£k ) 
K = ----~---~ ( 3.15 ) 

R.n ~ s + R. n ( 1 - £ R. ) 

Thus (3.13) can be written: 

( 3.16 ) 

or 
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K .... K-1 
y; +1 = y x; (3.17) 

We cl aim that for both k and ~ small, K > 1. These 

bounds on k and i will be established. In expression (3.15), each 

of the logarithms appearing is negative. For K > 1, we must satisfy 

or 

(3.18) 

A second constraint, which insures that Ci(t) has an entrance point 

on the top of B .... , and an exit point on the right sioe of R .... , is 
Y Y 

lls + ~ < 1 an d llu - k > 1, or 

1 
t:R, < (- - 1) 

lls 
(3.19) 

1 
t:k < (1 --) 

llu 

Conditions (3.18) and (3.19), are equivalent to conditions (3.5) 

above. 

An iterative scheme, indexed by i, can now be defined. An 

initial entrance point Uo = (xO' y) is defined; it generates the 



curve CO(t), and an associated exit point (Y'Y1). The next 

entrance point u1 = (xl'Y) is defined by setting 

which in turn generates a new exit point. In the general case, 

xi = xa + Cy i 

From eqn. (3.17), this can be written 
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K "'K-1 Yi+1 = Y (xa+ CYi)' K > 1 (3.20) 

The behavior of this iterative process is shown in fig. 3.6. An 

initial value xa establishes the straight line 

""K-1 and an initial point (a, Y xa). To solve for Y1' translate 

along a horizontal line to the curve g(y) = yK which generates the 

value Y1 K, ann hence the point (Yl'Y1 K). Thus, to continue the 
""K-1( process, y xa+ CY1) is found by moving vertically to f(Yl)' 

The results of the first few iterations are shown. We wish to 

characterize a limiting value y = lim Yi. 
t+Q) 



Figure 3.6 The iteration process generating Yi+l 

from Yi. 
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Fi rst, note that as long as Xo 'f 0, Yi is monotoni cally 

increasing as i + co. Next, we claim that 

1 
K=T '" y ~ C Y = Y 

since Yc satisfies the inequality 

c 

Thus, we have established a limiting value Yc which is nonzero and 

independent of Xo for Xo f:. o. 

'" 
De fin e V = mi n {y, Y}. We c 1 aim t hat 

c c ( llu +k ) 

WS(M) n Rc f:.~, with Rc defined by Vc' since Lemma 3.2 

essentially associates a point (x,y) with the exit point (Y,yc) 

which satisfies y ~ Yc' and whi ch is mapped out of B under G. 
y 

Hence, the point (x,y) e:Ws(M) satisfies x;, (ll~+k) and y., Yc. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERSECTION PROPERTIES OF MANIFOLDS 

We shall restrict our attention to the map g at parameter 

values for which both WU(M) n WS(M) F ~ and WU(L) n WS(L) F ~. 

Homoclinic intersection points are used as endpoints of segments of 

the intersecting-manifolds, and it is then possible to define regions 

bounded by these segments. These regions are used to describe some of 

the basic topological properties of the map. 

4.1 Homoclinic Intersections and Fingers 

We shall use the definitions of fingers from Chapter 3, so 

recall that the stable finger Ms(O) is a closed region bounded hy 

Su[po,qOJ and Ss[po,qoJ, while Mu(k) is a closed region hounded 

by Su[qo,P1J and Ss[qo,P1J. Su[qo,P1J and Su[po,qOJ are 

adjacent segments of WU(M); Ss[po,qOJ and Ss[qo,P1J are adjacent 

segments of WS(M). (fig. 4.1). 

For parameter values at which a transversal WU(L) n WS(L) 1 ~ 

exists, stable and unstahle fingers can he defined in a way analogolJs 

to the definitions for WU(M) n WS(M) 1~. The bi-infinite sequences 

{Pi} and {qi} are defined by Pi e: WU(L)nWS(L), 

qi e: WU(L) n WS(L) such that g(Pi) = Pi+1' g(qi) = qi+1' 
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1'-1 

Fi gure 4.1 The definition of lH (k)} and {t~ (j)} • 
5 U 



Hypothesi s H2: We assume that the segment of \~u (L) between Pi 

and Pi+2 intersects the segment of WS(L) between Pi and Pi+2 

only at the poi nts Pi' Pi +2' and qi. 

An important point to note is that due to the period-doubled, or 

"flip" nature of the saddle point L, (eigenvalues of Dg(L) 

sati sfy >.. < -1 < >.. < 0), poi nts on one branch of WU( L) or u s --

~IS(L) are mapped under g to the other hranch. (fig. 4.2). 

The transversal WU(L) n WS(L) f 0 nefines regions called fingers 

whi ch are bounded by a segment of HU (L ) ann a segment of viS (L ). 

Generate the initial portions of ~U(L) and HS(L) as shown in fig. 

4.2(b). Denote the closed segments of WU(L) as Su[L,poJ, 

Su[po,qOJ and Sur.qO,P2 J; likewise the closed segments of WS(L) 

are Ss[L,P2]' Ss[P2,qOJ, ann Ss[qo,PoJ. There are three hounded 

regions created: Two of these regions generate infinite sets, and 

these sets will be indexed by j and k 

Defi niti on: For an arbitrary index k, the lower branch stabl e 

finger Ls(k) is the closed region bounded by Su[qO,P2J and 

Ss[P2,qOJ. Furthermore, g(Ls(k)) = Ls(k+1). 

Definition: For arbitrary index j, the lower hranch unstable 

finger Lu(j) is the closed region hounded by Su[po,qOJ and 

Ss[qo,POJ; also, g(Lu(k)) = Lu(k+1). 
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L L,.{ j tl) 

1'1. 

rYl11Mtr'j • 

Ii-! f:('II'JIlCt'D'--__ --~~~r4--+-----.4--

Figure 4.2(a) The definition of lower branch fingers 

{L (k)} and {L (j)}, and the pril'lary 
s u 

intersection Lu(-3)n Ls (-3) f:~. 

Figure 4.2(b) The intersection configuration of 

WU(L) n lojS(L) f: 0 as specified by 

Hypothesi s H2. 
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Lemma 4.1: If WU(t~) n WS(M) :f ~ is transversal, then there exi sts j 

and k such that Mu(j)n Ms(k) 1=~. Likewise, if wU(L)n ~/S(L) 1= ~ 

is transversal, there exist j and k such that Lu(j)n Ls(k) 1= 0. 

proof: Let Iu(j)C(Mu(j)nl~U(M)) satisfy Iu(j)nl'/S(~1)1=~. As 

j + co, Iu(j) becomes arbitrarily close to M, and hence its 

behavior is dominated by Dg(M). Iu(j) becomes stretched along the 

direction of EU, and becomes increasingly close to parallel with 

EU• 

Let Is ( - j ) C (M s ( - j ) n vI s (~1 )) as j + co, Is ( - j ) i s 

stretched along the direction of ES, and in a neighborhood of M it 

also becomes increasingly close to parallel with ES• As j + co 

The argument is similar for the fingers Ls(-j) and Lu(j) as 

j + co. 

Theorem 4.2: Suppose \~U(M) n HS(M) 'f. ~ is transversal. Then 

there exists N such that 

M u ( j +i ) n M s ( j) 'I ~, ;, N 

M u (j +i ) n M s (j) = ~, < N 

proof: We can find ~ Ms(JI,) and Mu(j) such that 

~lu(j) n r·,s(.R.) =~: choose j «0, and .R.» 0 so that the unstahle 
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boundary of Mu(j} is contained in W~oc(M}, and the stable boundary 

of Ms(R.} is contained in Wl~c(M}. 

Now suppose Mu(j} n Ms(k} F~. We claim that 

Mu(j} n Ms(k+i} = ~ for all i > O. Assume not, and suppose 

Mu(j} n Ms(k+~} F ~ where ~) 2 and it is the least. This defines 

a region T bounded by 

(fig. 4.3). T is a connected region containing M. Now 

t~ (j+1) n T of ~ , but M (k+~+l) n T = ~ u s 

Since Mu(j}n Ms(k+~) F~, then Mu(j+l}n Ms(k+~+l) F ~ 

by applying g. The only way for Mu(j+1} to exit T is to 

intersect Ms(k+~}, hence 

This is contradiction, since application of g-1 gives 

with ~ ~ 2, and ~ the least. Hence, there cannot exist gaps in the 

index set for Ms(k} satisfying 



",.. 

( 

"-
" ----=----t-~:___-~ 

/VIs (k+1) 

Figure 4.3 An illustration of intersection configuration that 
cann ot occu r. 
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We use theorem 4.2 to link the indexing of stable and unstable 

fingers: Mu(j+N) n Ms(k) F ~ will define what is called a primary 

intersection. For k arbitrary, set j = k - N. Thus, the indexing 

now sati sfi es 

(4.1) 

In terms of the new indexing, 

Definition: The set Mu(k) n Ms(k) is called a primary intersection. 

There are analogous results which apply to WU(L) and 

WS(L). In the following theorem, the indices (2j+i) and 2k are 

arbitrary. We shall proceed to show the result stated, and finally we 

wi 11 rei ndex. 

Theorem 4.3: Suppose WU(L) n WS(L) ~ ~ is transversal. Then 

there exists N such that 

Lu ( 2j +i ) n Ls ( 2k) F~, j ~ N 

Lu(2j+i) n Ls(2k) =~, j < N, 

(i = 0 or 1) 



proof: the proof is similar to the proof of theorem 4.2. The 

important difference is that, due to the fact that eigenvalues of 
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Dg( L) sati sfy Au < -1 < As < 0, successi ve fi ngers Lu (.) along 

~branch of I~U(L) differ in index by 2. The same fact applies to 

fingers Ls(') along W(L). We therefore examine one side of L 

(that is, one branch of WU(L), and one branch of WS(L)) under the 

map g2. Choose the appropriate branch of WS(L) which defines 

Ls(2k). Choose the branch of WU(L) which does not contain the 

segment of WU(L) which bounds Ls(2k). This yields a configuration 

shown in fig. 4.4. Some finger Lu(2j+i), i = 0 or 1, must satisfy 

L (2k) n L (2j+1) t= 0, from Lemma 4.1. But, using arguments similar 
s u 

to the proof of Theorem 4.2, there cannot be gaps in the intersection 

set for Ls (2k). If 

then 

for all r ~ O. There exi sts some R < 0 such that 

L (2k) n L (2(j+R)+i) = ~: 
5 u 
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The designation of the appropriate branches of 
WU(L) and WS(L) to define the 

primary intersection. 
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for k» 0, R« 0, the stable edge of Ls(2k) is close to L 

and the unstable edge of Lu(2(j+R)+i) is close to L; and 

W~oc( L) n W~oc (L) = {L}. 

We will also r'eindex the fingers Ls(k) and Lu(j) in terms 

of the result of the theorem: Lu (2N+i ) n Ls (2k) F ~ defi nes a 

primary intersection. For k arbitrary, set 2N+i = 2k. 

Definition: The set Ls(k) n Lu(k) F ~ is callen a pri~ary 

intersect ion. 

Note: it is clear that mapping under g extends the results of the 

theorem to both branches of WU(L) and WS(L). 

In summary, the indexing used henceforth satisfies 

j ~ k 
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(4.2) 

(ii) L (2j+i) n L (2k+i) F Y', j) k 
u s (4.3) 

Lu( 2j+i) n Ls( 2k+i) = 0, j < k , = 0,1 

We shall assume henceforth that whenever WU(M) n WS(M) i ~, 

the point L is contained within the primary region Re hounded by 

Su[M,PO]' Ss[Po,qO]' Su(qO,Pl] and Ss[t~,PIJ (see fig. 4.2(b) L 

is not within either of the fingers). This leads to 



Lemma 4.4: WU(M) n WS(M) 'f 0 and WU(L) n WS(L) 'f 0 implies that 

WS(L) n WU(M) F 0. 

proof: simply consider the same closed region R defined above. An 

arbitrary finger Ls(k) has non zero area. Suppose its area is A. 

The inverse map is area expanding: 

and 

For u large enough, S-2nA is greater than the area of the region 

R. Since 

this means that 

and 

since the unstable segment bounding Ls(k) approaches Lunder 

g-l. 
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This heteroclinic connection will be exploited later. It is 

convenient to link the indices of the lower branch fingers and the 

middle branch fingers by making the highest order Ls(j) which 

satisfies L (j) n M (k) F~, share the same index. Thus, 
s u 

will imply that 

L (k+l) n M (k) = ~. s u 

4.2 Winding Number 

Definition: Given a point zi e:Wu(M) nws(M) F 0, construct a 

vector based at the point L terminating at a point V. Let V = M 

initially, and measure the net angular change in the position of the 

vector as V moves away from M al ong \~U(M) towards zi. Let V 

then move along ~IS(M) back toward M, thus decreasing the arc 

length along WS(M) between V and M until V = M. The result 
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will be a net angular change of 2nTI, n e: Z, since the point V 

starts and ends at M. (Anti-clockwise is the direction of increasing 

winding number). We then denote the winding number of zi' 

wind (zi) = n. 

E xampl es: 

(1) For the sets {Pi}, {qi} used to defi ne the i niti al homocl i ni c 

i ntersecti on ~lu(M) n I,JS(M) F 0, 



Fi gure 4.5 

Fi gure 4.6 
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v 

Determination of winding number using a vector from 

L to a point V. 

The definition of the initial shift angle 6 • 
s 
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wind(Pi) = wind(qi) = -1 (4.4) 

wi nd( zi) = -2. (4.5 ) 

Definition: For points wi e: WU(L) n WS(L) f::~, we make an analogous 

definition of winding number: measure the net rotation of a vector 

based at L. Define an initial shift angle as as the angle between 

the eigenspaces ES, Eu of Dg(L) as shown in fig. 4.6. The net 

angular change of points wi e: WU(L) n WS(L) 'f ~ is (nlT + as). For 

poi nts 

define the winding number 

_ n+l 
wi nd( wi) - -2-' n e: Z. 

Examples: 

(1) For the points {Pi}' {qi} used in defining the or.iginal 

homoclinic intersection, 

wind(Pi) = wind(qi) = ~. (4.6) 
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wi nd(wi) = 1. (4.7) 

In general, the winding number relations can be summarized in the 

foll owi ng way: 

wind(zi) = n, n < O. 

_n+1 wi nd(wi) - -2-' n ~ o. 

4.3 The Sheathing Gap and Intersection Hypotheses 

There are two topics which will be discussed within this 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

section. The first will be the concept of the sheathing gap, which 

will be shown to be an integer-valued measure of the severity of a 

homoclinic intersection. The second topic will be the statement of 

the hypotheses which we shall assume as restrictions on the kind of 

intersection behavior between stable and unstable fingers. 

We shall use the primary intersection to further restrict the 

intersection behavior of the stable and unstable fingers. For a 
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stable finger Ms(j), we will define a truncation of this finger. We 

shall use ds[Ms(k)] cHs(M) and du[Ms(k)]c WU(M) to denote the 

two bounding segments of the finger Ms(k). Likewise, Mu(k) is 

defined by its two bounding segments d [M (k)]c HS(M) and s u 

Definition: Pr[Ms(j)] = Sp U (Ms(j) n Mu(j)) where 

Sp c Ms(j) '(Ms(j) n Mu(j)) is the maximal connected region 

containing the unstable boundary of Ms(j), du[Ms(j)] c ~Ju(M). (see 

fig. 4.7). 

Likewise, r~LI(j) is bounded by a stable segment 

ds[Mu(j)] c WS(M) and an unstable segment du[Mu(j)] c WU(M), 

therefore 

Definition: Pr[Mu(j)] = Upu (Ms(j) n Mu(j)) where 

Up c Mu (j )" (Mu (j ) n r1s (j)) is the maxi rna 1 connected regi on 

containing the stable boundary ds[Mu(j)] c WS(M). (see fig. 4.7). 

An Intersection Hypothesis: We intend to make extensive use of the 

set of fingers {Mu(j)} as boundaries. of regions, therefore we 

introduce a hypothesis which will restrict the possible pathological 

configurations of these fingers. 

Equations (4.1) can be extended to: 

(4.10) 
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for arbitrary k € N. Using the precening definition of winding 

number, it is possible to find such a number for points zi' 

We shall associate wind(zi) with the intersection set 

P r [M u ( k +i )] n P r [M s ( k ) ]. 
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Hypothesis H3: Each intersection set of winding number = -2 contained 

in Pr[Mu(k+i)] n Pr[Ms(k)] F ~ is connectecl. 

The primary intersection is used to equate the indexing of the 

sets {Mu(j)} and {Ms(j)}. Consider an unstable finger Mu(j), 

with j arbitrary. From the definitions of fingers, recall that 

Mu(j) is defined by a segment of WU(M) and a segment of ~JS(M), 

intersecting at two distinct points. Each of these two points is also 

a paint of intersection of two adjacent manifold segments defining the 

neighboring stable fingers t~s(j+om) and Ms(j+om-1). (fig. 4.8). 

This quantity om will be called the middle branch sheathing gap. An 

equivalent statement is that Ms(k) h~s two neighboring fingers 

sharing one of the same intersection points, namely Mu(k-om) and 

M u ( k - om + 1) • 

The integer quantity om > a is independent of k due to the 

indexing equivalence defined by the primary intersections. om is a 

measure of the severity of the homoclinic intersection 

WU(M) n WS(M). As WU(M) n HS(M) F!i' approaches tangency, 
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Fi gure 4.8 The midrlle branch sheathing gap o. 0 = 4 
In In 

is shown. 



Om + 00. At the other end of the spectrum, om = 2 corresponds to 

the most severe homoclinic intersection possible under the initial 

assumptions for the homoclinic orbits {p.} and 
1 

{qi}. The 
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configuration of I~U(M) and WS(M) for om = 2 is also called the 

last homoclinic intersection. (Holmes and ~Jhitley, 1983). 

The term sheathing gap refers to a topological separation 

induced by the primary intersection Mu(j) n Ms(j) f 0 

(j arbitrary). Define a pOint v satisfying 

and in addition, let v be the most distal such point with respect to 

arc length along both ~Jll(M) and HS(M). (fig. 4.9) Let T' be the 

region bounded by the four segments Su[M,qj]' Ss[qj'v], 

Su[v'Pj+o]' and Ss[r'1,Pj+o]' The region T is defined: 
m m 

T = T' U Mu(j) U Ms(j). 

Theorem 4.5: Assume that the intersection sets of 

winding number = - 2 contained in Pr[Mu(k+i)] n Pr[Ms(k)] f ~ are 

connected. Then M is the only fixed point contained within the 

regi on T. 

proof: A fixed point F must satisfy hoth 

and 
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M~ (j} 

Figure 4.9 Definition of the region T' and T. 
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Figure 4.9 Definition of the region T' and T. 
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00 

g -i (T) F e: n 
i =0 

n 
gi(T), Let U = n and n i =0 

n 
g -i (T) 5 = n n i =0 

{Un} is a sequence of nested stri ps shari ng 5u [M, Pj ] as a common 

boundary edge, the width of which decreases on the order of 

A n 
s • is a sequence of nested stri ps shari ng 5s [M ,qj +6 -1] as 

m 

a common boundary edge. Fi nally, {5u n Un} defi nes a sequence of 

nested rectangular regions. We claim that as n + 00, the area of 

{5 n U} goes to zero, and that the wi dth and hei ght a 1 so go to u n 
zero. The behavior in a neighborhood of M is determined by 

Dg(M), therefore as n increases, Tn Un must inclucie a thin strip 

lying along WU(M). Tn Un may also include other components, but 

these cannot contain a potential fixed point. 

Corollary: Define the region Re as in Chapter 3, bounded by initial 

segments of WU(M) and WS(M). The fi xed poi nt Lis confi ned 

within an interior portion of Re , since 

00 

Li u gi(T) 
i =-00 

The term sheathing is derived from a topological separation that is 

induced by the pri mary i ntersecti on Mu (j) n Ms (j) ~ {3. We shall use 
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the conclusion of Theorem 4.5 and the region T defined above to 

define sheathing. One of the boundary segments of T is Su[M,qiJ. 

For arbitrary index k, Mu(k) is bounded by a stable segment 

contained in WS(M), and an unstable segment contained in WU(M). 

Thus Su[M,qjJ contains the unstable segments bounding the set of 

fingers {Mu(i-om)}, i ~ j. Since LiT, and since WS(L) n WS(M) = ~, 

then 

WS(L) n M (i-o ) F ~, ( j 
U rn 

implies that 

This relationship is described by: 

L i kewi se, S s [M, P j+o J is one of the boundary seg~ents of 
m 

T, and Ss[M,Pj+o J contains the stable segments boundary the set of 
m 

fingers {M s ( i +orn )} , i ~ j. Since LiT, and WU(L) n WU(M) = ~, 

implies that 



Therefore 

Similar to the definition of om' we note that a given 

fi nger Lu (j ) is defi ned by a segment of WU( L) and a segment of 

WS(L), intersecting at two distinct points. These points of 

intersection are also shared with adjacent fingers 

This quantity o~ E N is called the lower branch sheathing gap. 

Lemma 4.6: oR. is odd. 

proof: this is due to the definition of primary intersections for 

L, and the proof of theorem 4.3. We choose one hranch of WU(L) as 

shown in fig. 4.4; the other branch defines the boundaries of both 
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stable and unstable fingers which are alternately intersected or 

sheathed by Lu(2j+i). But all unstable fingers on this other branch 

have opposite parity from Lu(2j+i). 

We end this section with two additional hypotheses concerning 

intersection behavior. The techniques which will be introduced in 

later sections depend primarily on an analysis of intersection 

behavior of regions bounded by stable and unstable fingers. The 
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rationale behind these assumptions will become more apparent in 

Chapter 5v 

Hypothesi s H4: 

Fi rst, recall that oR, is odd, so that the constrai nt on k is 

integer-valued. This hypothesis implies that the primary recurrence 

of regions is determined by the sheathing gap oR.. The assumption 

also insures that the primary intp.rsection Lu(O) n Ls(O) F 0 implies 

that Lu(O) n Ls(i) = \3 for ill i > 0, whether i is even or 

odd. Finally, we note that this hypothesis is satisfied by the 

parameter points we have investigated numerically within the parameter 

The next hypothesis concerns the nature of the heteroclinic 

intersection WS(L) n WU(M) F 0. For an arbitrary finger Ls(k), we 

shall denote the two bounding segments which define Ls(k) by 

a [L (k)] c w s ( L ) an d ° [L (k)] c w u ( L ) • s sus L i kewi se, for an 

arbitrary finger Mu(k), we shall denote the two bounding segments 

which define Mu(k) by 0s[Mu(k)] c \~s(M) and 0u[Mu(k)] c WU(M). 

Definition: The primary heteroclinic seg~ent of Ls(k), rlenoted 

prim[Ls(k)], is: 



where tl E as[Ls(k)] n au[Ls(k)] is the proximal point with respect 

to arc length from L along HS(L). 

is the proximal point with respect to arc length from L along WS(L). 

Definition: The primary heteroclinic segment of Mu(k), denoterl 

prim[Mu(k)], is: 

where r1 E as[Mu(k)] n au[t\(k)] is the proximal point ... lith respect 

to arc length from M along \~U(M), and 

is the proximal point with respect to arc length from M along 

Hy pothesi s H5: 

(a) prim[Ls(k)] n Mu(k+l) = ~ for all k 

(b) prim[Ls(k)] n prim[Mu(k+2)] = ~ for all k 

Recall that by virtue of the definition of the indexing link Ls(k) 

Mu(k) F~, we have that Ls(k) n Mu(j) = ~ for all j < k. The 
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intersection conditions introduced in Hypothesis H5 put further 

restrictions on the configuration of the sets {Ls(k)} and {Mu(j)}. 

4.4 A Forced Intersection 

We shall next prove a theorem that guarantees a certain 

intersection between stable and unstable fingers. This intersection 

itself will be important in a subsequent partition of Re. We shall 

also be interested in the construction used within the proof for a 

1 ater theorem. 

Theorem 4.7: With indexing convention Ls(k) n Mu(k) 1= ~ 

L (k) n M (j) 1= ~, for all j;;. k + 3 
s u 

proof: index as shown in fig. 4.10. Define a region A by the six 

segments Si' i = 1, ••• ,6: 

SI = Ss[Pl,P2Jc WS(L)n Ls(O); 

S2 = Su[P2,P3J c WU(M) n Mu(O); 

S3 = Ss[P3,P4J c WS(M) n Ms( om); 

S4 = Su [P4' P5J c WU(M) n Mu(1); 

S 5 = S s [L , P5 J c \~ s ( L ) ; 

S6 = Su[L,PIJ c WU(L); 

PI = Ls(O) n Lu(-o~); P3 = Ms(cm) n r~u(O) 

P4 = Ms(om) n Mu(I). 



Figure 4.10 
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MIA (I) 

Definition of the regions A,g(A), and g2(A) 
when ~IU( L) n WS ( L) 'f @ and WU(M) n WS(M) :f @. 
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Defi ne P2 and P5 as follows: . 

and 

Thus Ls(1) is bounded by the segment Su[g(P1)' aJ c WU(L). 

By i ndexi ng, 

Define the set of points 

Q = (L (1) nWs(L)) n (M (l)n ItJu(M)) s s 

and then define P5 E Q as that point which minimizes the arc length 

of Ss[a,q] c Ls(1) n WS(1) over all points q E Q. Likewise 

define g(P2) E Q as the point which minimizes the arc length of 

Ss[g(P1)' q] c Ls(1) n WS(L) over all q E Q. This defines 
-1 

P2 = g (g(P2))· 

We also note that the segments 

and 



are thus defined, and their interiors are disjoint. We shall assume 

that g(P2) 'f P5' and consider the possibility g(P2) = P5 at the 

end of the proof. 

We expand upon the preceding definition of the boundary 

segments of the region A. The segments Ss[L,a] c WS(L) and 

Su[L,a] c WU(L') define a closed connection region, and Ss[L,P1] 

WS(L) and Su[L,P1] c WU(L) define a second closed, connected 

region. Let I be a line segment with endpoints i1 i A and i2 t 

A, and in addition let Ie WU(L), or I c WS(L), or I c WU(M), 

or I c WS(M). It is impossible that In Ss[L,a] 'f ~ and 

Su[L,a] f~; like\'/ise, In Ss[L,P1] f ~ and 

In Su[L,Pl] 'f ~ is impossible. If in addition i1 i Ms(om) and 

i2 e: Ms(om)' and with Su[P3,P4] c Ms(om) n WU(~1) and 

Ss[P3,P4] c ~'s(om)' it is impossible 

I n Su[P3,P4] f ~ and In Ss[P3,P4] f ~ both hold. 

We shall be interested in determining whether such intervals 

I intersect A. Therefore, it will suffice to consider the 

i ntersecti on of 

that if I c WS(L) or I c WS(M), I n Ls( 1) = ~ and 

I n Ls(O) =~, and if I c WU(L) or I c WU(M), I n S2 = ~ and 

I nS 4 = ~ since S2 c WU(t4) and S4c WU(M). 
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The topological relation between the stable and unstable lower 

branch fingers results in the following facts. 
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(4.11) 

g-2n-1( a) 
E 56' n:> 1 (4.12) 

9 2n ( a) E $5' n:> 0 (4.13) 

( 4.14) 

Furthermore, 

g2n(Pl) t A, n :> 0 ( 4. 15 ) 

g2n+1( a) t A, n :> 0 ( 4. 16 ) 

g-2n(a) t A, n ) 1 (4.17) 

g-2n-1(P1) t A, n :> 0 (4.18) 

This implies that 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

Furthermore, hypothesis H4 implies that 



L (-15 n - 2n + 1) n L (1) =~, n:> 0 
u N S 

(4.21) 

L (- a n - 2n + 1) n L (0) = ~ , n:> 0 u N S 
(4.22) 

This establishes 

Fact 1: Lu(-aR, - 2n + 1) nA =~, n:> 0 

Also, we note that 

L (2n) n M (0) =~, n:> 1 
s u 

(4.23) 

L (2n) n M (1) =~, n:> 1 
s u 

( 4. 24 ) 

both hol d due to the i ndexi ng con venti on. Usi ng (4.23), (4.24) and 

(4.19), we have 

Fact 2: Ls(2n) n A =~, n:> 1 

Next we claim that 

g(Si)nA=~, for = 1, .•• ,6 . ( 4. 25 ) 

Consider first g(S1) = Ss[g(P1)' g(P2)] c WS(L). By definition, 

AnMu(1) =54 and g(P2) t54' so g(P2) tA. From (4.15), 

g(P1)i A .• g(P2) is a proximal point of intersection, preventing 

g(S1) from invading A by going through S4. Hence: 
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Si mi 1 ar1y, 

since the indexing convention forces Ls(l) n Mu(O) =~. This 

suffi ces to show that 
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( 4. 26 ) 

since pS is the point of proximal contact of Ls(l) with Mu(l). 

A1 so, 

since prim[Ls(O)] = Ss[g-l(a), g-l(pS)] c Ls(O) n WS(L) and by 

hypothesis HS, prim[Ls(O)] n Mu(l) =~. Thus, 

(4.27) 



However, equations (4.1) give 

~1 (15 +1) n M (k) = ~ for k ~ 1 
s m u 

since the sheathing gap om > 2. Thus g(s3) n S4 =~, ano 

g(S3) n S2 =~, implyi ng 

We next examine g(S4). 

and thus g(S4) = prim[Mu(2)]. Since we already have 

and from hypothesis H5, 
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(4.28) 



Also, 

follows from Fact 2. 

Finally, we consider 56' Fact 1 implies that 

Hypothesis H2 implies 

and hence 

We have established that 

th at is, 

6 
[u g(5

i
) ] n A = L 

i =1 
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(4.29) 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 
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a( g( A)) n A = L (4.32) 

We claim that A ~ g(A). The topological relation of the middle 

branch stable and unstable fingers, and the region A, requires that 

for a corner point P3 = Mu(O) n Ms(dm), P3 £ gi(A) for any i £ Z 

implies that P3 £ a(gi(A)). But we have explicitly calculated the 

components of a(g(A)) above, and P3 t a(g(A)), hence P3 i g(A), 

therefore 

A n g( A) = L (4.33) 

or 

int(A) n int(g(A)) = ~ (4.34) 

(we note at this point that if Ps = g(P2)' (4.34) remains unchanged, 

and the set A n g(A) would consist of the two points Land PS' 

This will have no effect on our subsequent use of this construction). 

We now examine g2(A) = g(g(A)). Clearly, from (4.34) we get 

int(g(A)) n int(g2(A)) = ~. 

However, 

int(g2(A)) nint(A) t= ~ ( 4. 3S ) 

this is true since 

56 c g2(5 6), 

g2(5S) C S5 and 55 n S6 = {L}, 
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so there exists a thin strip N€, bounded on one side by g2(55) and 

of width €, such that 

We now consider whether it is possible for 

(required by indexing), but 

We claim that this cannot happen: Mu(3) is prevented from 

intersecting Ls(2) since prim[M u(3)] n pril11[L s(2)] = ~ by 

hypothesis, and Mu(3) n int(g(A)) F ~ violates 

int(g2(A))nint(g(A)) =~. 

In addition, we get 



This proves the equality portion of the theorem for k = O. To get 

* the inequality part established, define the point r 2: 

* * and r 2 satisfies, for all ri , 

* We then define the region Ri : 

* R4 is the region bounded by the four segments 

Now, 

and 

(i) Ss[M,g2(P4)] c \4s(r~) 

(ii) Su[g2(P4)' <J C (Mu(3) n ~IU(M)) 

(iii) Ss[r;, P2] C (Ls(O) n W5(L)) 

(iv) Su[P2,M] C WU(M) 
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while 

* This implies that Mu(n+1) must exit the region R4 for n .. 3, and 

2 
further, Mu(n+1) n (u gi(A)) f: ~ for n .. 3. 

i =0 

This forces Mu(n+1) n Ls(O) f ~ for n .. 3. We have 

therefore established 

L (0) n M (j) f: ~ for j .. 3, 
5 U 

and mapping under gk establishes the general case in the statement 

of the theorem. 

Additional comments: 

2 
(1) LE(U gi(A)), andhence 

i =0 * 
L t int(R 4) 

* (2) We shall use a slight modification of the region R4 to 

construct the mesh of shoeboxes introduced in Chapter 5. 

(3) Similarly, we shall use the region .A n g2(A), which is 

also defined by the intersection Ls(O) n Mu(3) f: ~ 

in the definition of the lower branch shoeboxes. 



CHAPTER 5 

RECURRENCE BEHAVIOR OF THE MAP 

In this chapter we return explicitly to the consideration of a 

collision between the L-attractor and the hasin boundary defined by 

WS(M). We shall therefore assume that both WU(M) n WS(M) i ~ and 

WU(L) n WS(L) f::~, and seek additional conditions necessary for 

WU(L) n WS(M) i~. Our approach, in contrast to Chapter 3, is 

topological. We shall use the fingers Ls(k) and Mu(j) to 

define a mesh of subregions (which will be called shoeboxes). We 

claim that these two sets of fingers are the appropriate choice 

because of the mild way WS(L) and WU(M) change as v-Ie pass through 

tangency HS(L) n WU(L) i~, or WS(M) n WU(M) i~. In particular, 

the heteroclinic intersection WS(L) n WU(M) f:: ~ persists as we pass 

through tangency of either WU(L) n WS(L) i ~ or WU(t~) n WS(M) 1 ~. 

To set up the mesh of shoeboxes we focus on the finger 

labelled Ls(O). Theorem 4.7 then guarantees that r~u(3) 

intersects Ls(O). This allows us to "define a rectangular region 

which under a further assumption on the behavior of the fingers unrler 

the map can be partitioned into these subregions we call shoehoxes. 

The key property of these shoehoxes ;s that each has a potential 

peri od attached to it ; n the sense that if any iterate of it under the 

map returns to the shoebox then it does so also under that period, 

(see Theorem 5.9). 
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The mesh of shoeboxes is an attractive approach for several 

reasons. He seek to avoid any assumption of hyperbolicity for the fTlap 

in regions away from Land M. Also, we avoid the extremely complex 

task of describing the intersection itinerary of a given finger. We 

shall develop a recurrence behavior for the shoeboxes which will 

define bands of successively higher perio~ as the point M is 

approached. 

Our primary interest in the set of shoeboxes is to define a 

method whereby ~IU(L) is carried out to intersect WS(M). This 

involves successive linking intersections between a~jacent 

shoeboxes. This concept of linking is defined, and our two primary 

results can be organize~ in this way: 

(i) Failure-to-link implies confinement of the attractor. 

(ii) Existence of a linking chain, plus certain other 

conditions, forces 

Our definition of shoeboxes permits the location of periodic 

points of arbitrary period greater than two. The creation of a 

linking chain also makes it possible to describe the IIrate of escape ll 

of some particular segment of WU(L) as it is carried through 

successive links between shoeboxes, and is finally forced to 

intersect WS(M). 



In the last part of the chapter, we carry out an analogous 

construction of shoeboxes for the neighborhood of the point L. The 

most interesting result of this construction is the implementation of 
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the failure-to-link condition to exhibit a parameter range in which 

WU(L) n WS(L) 1 ~ is transversal, WU(M) n WS(M) 1 ~ is transversal, 

and yet 

5.1 Channels and Shoeboxes 

Our' goal is to understand the c'1ynamics of the map by analyzing 

the behavior of certain sets which are bounded regions. In this 

section these regions will he defined, and some of the dynamical 

behavior under the action of g will be developed. We continue with 

a consideration of the map at parameter values for which 

WU(L) n WS(L) F ~ and WU(M) n WS(M) F ~. 

The intersection Mu(k) n Ls(k) 1 ~ is defined as a primary 

i ntersecti on. 

* In this section we use the region R4 defined within the 

proof of theorem 4.7. The important feature of the theorem is the 

exi stence of 

and, more precisely, 



This intersection was proved to exist on the condition that hypotheses 

HI through H5 were satisfied. These conditions are a topological 

means of restricting some of the more extreme pathologies that can 

occur. We shall now introduce two additional hypotheses which will 

simplify the analysis. In these hypotheses, we shall assume that 

certain intersections between primary heteroclinic segments are 

unique. 

Hypothesis H6: With reference to the definitions of prim[Ls(k)J 

and pri m[M u (k )], assume that r2 = t2' where 

Thus, the proximal point of intersection with respect to arc length 

along ~IU(M) and WS(L) is the ~ for both Mu(k) and Ls(k). 

Hypothesi s H7: Assume that prilTl[M (3)J n prim[L (O)J = r 2; u s that is, 

these two primary heteroclinic segments intersect at exactly one 

point. In addition, let 
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and in general, let 

The effect of this hypothesis is shown in figure 5.1. It 

means that we assume that the intersection of the segments 

consists of a single point. We now define the region R4(3), which 

* is equivalent to the region R4 defined in the proof of theore~ 4.7, 

with the addition of the two preceding hypotheses. R4(3) takes its 

argument from the argument of Mu(3); thus g(R 4(3)) = R4(4), and in 

general g(R4(k)) = R4(k+l). R4(3) is bounded by the four segments 

( i) S s [M , 9 2 ( p 4 ) ] c w s un 
(ii) Su[g2(P4)' r2] c (Mu(3) n HUU1)) 

(iii) Ss[r2' g-1(P5)] c (Ls(O) n WS(L)) 

(iv) Su[g-1(P5),M] cWU(M) 

Next, define unstable channels UCi(k), and stable channels 

SCi (j). 
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Figure 5.1 An intersection hypothesis. 



Definition: The unstable channel 

UC4(k) = R4(k) "(R4(k) n g(R4(k)) 

and the stable channel 

SC4(k-3) = g(R4(k))'(g(R4(k)) n R4(k)) 
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The index "k" for an arbitrary channel UCi(k) indicates that 

its unstable sides are segments of Mu(k) n WU(M) and 

Mu(k+l) n WU(M). Similarly, for an arbitrary stable channel 

SCi(j), "j" indicates that the stable sides of the channel are 

portions of Ls(j)n WS(L) and Ls (j+1)n WS(L). The subscripted 

index indicates the extent of the channel; thus, the stable houndary 

of UC;(k) is a stable segment of Ls (k-i+1). UC 4(k) terminates 

with a segment of Ls (k-3). SC;(j) is bounded by an unstable segment 

of Mu(j+1). Also note, that the channels satisfy 

g(SC.(j)) = Sc.(j+l) 
1 1 

(5.1) 

g(UCi(k)) = UCi (k+1) (5.2) 

since all of the boundary segments satisfy the appropriate relation 

under g. 

The set of unstable channels {UC 4+n(k+n)}, n) 0 partitions 

the region R
4

(k) into "vertical" strips. One way of generating this 

set of partial channels is to ~ap under g, 

g(UC4(k)) = UC 4(k+1), and then cut off that portion which lies 

outside R4(k). That is, UCS(k+l) = 9(UC4(k))n R4(k). The set 



{S~4+i(k-(4+i))}, i ) 0 partitions the region R4(k) into 

horizontal strips. 

We now define a subregion of R4(k) called a shoebox. This 

terminology is suggested by the box-like boundary of the shoebox 

region, and in anticipation of an eventual horseshoe map which may be 

defined on this region. 

Definition: k The shoebox H4+i 

H k = 
4+i 

is gi ven by 

k k+l and g(H 4+i ) = H4+i • 

The dynamics of shoeboxes under the map g will be examined in more 

detail. As a consequence of the shoebox definition, the region 

R4(k) is partitioned into shoeboxes as shown 'in fig. 5.2. 

We will now define the logical completion of the unstable 

channel UC4(k). In the preceding definitions, the channels UCi(k) 

and UCR,(j) are more properly called partial channels, since the 

subscripted index permits a given channel (say UCi(k)) to be 

terminated with different terminal sides, according to the value of 
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i ) 4. The channel UC 4(k) can be extended to include one more 

shoebox H~, but the description of the additional region is 

somewhat more complicated. The entire channel UC(k) is defined by 

extending the unstable sides of UC 4(k). With reference to fig. 5.3. 

we shall define the shoebox Hj. The index link definerl by a primary 

heteroclinic intersection Mu(2) n Ls(2) ~ ~ has one unfortunate 
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Fi gu re 5.2 A shoebox mesh defined for the region R4(k). 



Fi gure 5.3 The inclusion of H~ in the shoebox mesh 

for the case Mu(2) n Ls(O) F ~. 
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consequence. As a parameter is increased continuously, Mu(2) can 

increase in length and intersect Ls(5), which violates the index 

convention and forces a new re-indexing of the set {Ls(k)}. 

Therefore we shall describe two cases which can occur, and define the 

shoebox H~ accordingly. 

Case 1: Ls(O) n Mu(2) 'f ~ 

We defi ne 

as the proximal point with respect to arc length along WU(M) then 

defi ne H~ by the boundary segments: 

(i) Su[r2' g-l(t 1)] c (Mu(3) n WU(M)) 

(ii) Ss[g-l(t 1), g-l(r2)] c (Ls(-l)n ~JS(L)) 

(iii) Su[g-1(r2)' rl] c (M u(2)n WU(M)) 

(iv) Ss[rl,r2] C (Ls(O) n WS(L)) 

Case 2: Ls(O) n Mu(2) = ~ 

Define H~ by the bounding seg~ents 

(i) Su[r2' g-1(t 1)] C (Mu(3) n ~JU(M)) 

(ii) Ss[g-1(t1)' g-1(r2)] C (L s(-l) nHs(L)) 

( iii) S u [ 9 -1 ( r 2 ), g ( P5)] C (M u ( 2) n H u (M ) ) 

(iv) Ss[g(P5)' r2] C HS(L) 

(see fig. 5.4). We shall now define the augmented region R3(2): 
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Fi gure 5.4 The inclusion of H~ in the shoebox mesh for the 
case Mu(2) n Ls(O) = 0, and last heteroclinic 

intersecti on. 
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The algebra of the indices relating shoehoxes is a direct 

result of the definitions: 

The rules for rletermining the stable or unstable channels 

which contain a given shoebox are: 

3.. .. n 

i i ) H~ C SCi ( k -n ) , 3.. .. n 
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(5.3) 

(5.4) 

With the addition of H~, the augrnented region R3(k) is 

defined for the general case: 

co 

co 

= u SC 3+,(k-3-i) 
i =0 1 

= 



Lemma 5.1: with R
3
(k) = 

for I i - j I + I n -m I f: 0 

proof: By constructi on, 

int(UC 3+i (k+i)) n int(UC 3+j (k+j)) = \3 for "I j, 

likewise, 

int(SC3+i (k-3-i)) n int(SC 3+j (k-3-j)) = \3 for i "I j 

Our goal is to study the dynami cs of the map hy analyzi ng the 

dynamics of a shoebox H~ under ~. We establish two results in 

pursuit of this goal. First, the recurrence of images of shoeboxes 

within R3(k) will be described. Second, it will be shown that the 

behavi or of gi (H~) for arbitrary i can be reduced to an analysis 

simply for certain restricted values of i. 

We first describe g-3(lIC 3(k)) (see fig. 5.5), and let 

k = 2. The channel UC3(2) is bounded by 

i) S u ( r 2' 9 2 ( p 4 )] eMu ( 3) n \~ u on 
ii) Ss[g2(P4),g(P4)] c WS(M) 

iii) Su[g(P4),r1] c Mu (2)n WU(M) 

i v) Ss[r1,r4] c Ls(O) n WS(M) 
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MI{ (z.) 

M 

Fi gu re 5.5 The orientation of g-3(UC 3(k)). 



We note the following important fact: 

That portion of UC 3(k) contained within the interior of 

Mu(k), and likewise the portion of g-3(UC 3(k)) within Mu(k-3), 

are unimportant to the dynamics of the map for the simple reason that 

points in the interior of Mu(k) are inaccessible to WU(L), since 

WU(L) n WU(M) = ~. 

Theorem 5.2: 

proof: It suffi ces to show that the theorem hal ds for fT1 = 3, s; nee 
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Also, we take k = 2. The image under g-3 of the corner points rl' 

v2' g(P4)' and g2(p4) is shown. Now determine the image of a local 

neighborhood N of the point g2(P4)' where g2(P4) £ Nand N 

UC 3(2). Points 5i £ int(N) satisfy 

implying that g-3(5 i t ((Mu(O) U Ms(om-1)). The map is orientation 

preserving and arrows show the orientation of Nand g-3(N). 

g-3( N) is bounded by a subsegment of 



and a subsegment of 

satisfying 

-3 int(g (N)) n Mu(O) = 0 

Note: each stable boundary of H~ c UC 3(k) maps to an arc 

connecting ~1u(k-3) and Mu(k-2). 

(3) k The images of the shoeboxes H3+i , i ) 0 are all contained 

within the image of the channel UC 3(k). 

Fig. 5.6 shows the labelling scheme that will be applied to an 

arbitrary shoebox H~. The subscri pts "S" and "U" refer to stable 

and unstable segments, respecti vely; the superscri pted "+" or "_" . 
distinguish each of the pair of stable or unstable segments (the sign 

is in anticipation of an indexing argument later). The boundary 

segments of H~ are 
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Fi gure 5.6 The notation for the houndary of the shoebox Hk n • 



9n(H~) and 9-n(H~) can be determined by calculating the 

images of the four edges above under gn, g-n. 

This calculation is done for the shoebox H~ both as an 

-3 k explicit example and because {g (H 3+i )}, i > a are sheathed by 

the image g-3(H~). The result is shown in fig. 5.7. This follows 

from the analysis done for the entire channel UC 3(k). In fact, 

g-3(H~) is outlined in fig. 5.5 with images of 3 of the corner 

points of H~ shown. Although the figures imply that 

g-3(H~) n H~ f V}, thi sis not a necessary result of the analysi s to 

this point. 

-3 ( k) . +3 k The configuration of 9 H3 rletermlnes g (H 3). For 

example, in fig. 5.7, 

implies that 
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Fi gure 5.7 The orientation of g-3(H~). 



whereas, 

implies that 

In words, there is a similarity in the intersection hehavior 

of g-3(H~) and g3(H~); if one stahle side of g-3(H~) cuts both 

unstable sides of H~, while the other stable side of g-3(H~) cuts 

only one unstable side of H~, this is reflected in the intersection 

behavi or of This ~eans that to determine 

Corollary 5.3: 

The sets {9-m(H~)} = {H~-m} i ~ 3 for~ laminated sets. 

proof: the set of corner points of intersection of successive 

shoeboxes H~, i ~ 3 forms an ordered sequence along the unstable 

boundaries of UC 3(k). Thus under the orientation preserving map 

g-m, each shoebox image lies as shown in fig. 5.7. 
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Note also that H~ n Mu(k) F~, and H~ n Mu(k+l) F~. This 

means that each of the stable sides S~(3), and S;(3) of g-3(H~) 

must form a curve connecting Mu(k-3) to Mu(k-2). As a result, the 

set {g-3(H~)}, n) 3 is a laminated set, as shown in fig. 5.8. 

Lemma 5.4: 

-3( Hk ) = -( 3+i) (Hk+i) 
9 3+i 9 3+i 

proof: this follows from the indexing of the shoeboxes: 

g-(3+i) (H~:~) = g-3[g-i (H~:~)J 

-3 k 
= 9 [H 3+i J 

The ramifications are interesting: Recall that 

and 

thus the map g-3 taking UC 3(k) onto SC3(k-3) is equivalent to 

mapping each of the constituent shoeboxes 

H~:~ under g-(3+i). 



Figure 5.8 

L.~ ('21 

L.sC -2.) 

L (-3) 

The set {g-3(H k )} is a laminated set. 
n 
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M~(z.) 



Theorem 5.5: The 3 regions int(UC3(k)), int(UC3(k+l)), and 

i nt (UC 3( k+2)) are mutu ally di sj oi nt. 

proof: we use the construction and proof of theorem 4.7. Assume 

that Mu(k) n Ls(k-2) F~. With reference to figure 5.9, we have by 

definition of R3(2) and the region g2(A) that 

Furthermore, we claim that 
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(5.6) 

si nce 

while 

and 

hence int[Ls(O)] separates UC 3(2) from A. 
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Fi gure 5.9 
Modifications of the 'region A, g(A), and g2(A). 
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Next, we claim that by definition of prim[Ls (2)], 

Hence, 

int[UC3(2)] n g(A) = 0 

Now, si nee 

(5.7) 

and 

(5.8) 

Thus 

and, 

UC 3(1) c (g(A) U Mu(l)) follows from (5.5) above, so 



which implies that 

by mapping under g-1. Finall'y, (5.5), (5.6), and (5.8) give that 

Lemma 5.6 (Contraction Lemma): Consider the square region B~, and 
Y 

the previ ous 1y defi ned entrance poi nt ui = (xi ,y), ui e:: T~, and 
y 

(y'Yi+1) e:: aB~. Then, there exists C > 0 and hence xi +1 > Xo 
Y 

with Xi +1 = Xo + CYi+1 and p > 0, such that 
-

( i ) f or all p oi n t s (x,y) E GP(T i +1) n T~, x ) xi +1 
Y 

(ii) for all x, 0.:; x .:; xi +1' there exists a point 

-
(x,y) € GP(Ti +1 ) n Bin such that y ~ y. 

proof: We shall first discuss the relation of the box B with 
Y 

the set of channel s {UC( i)}. Let V ~ denote the exit edge of the 
y 
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box B~: V~ = {(y,y):O .:; Y .:; y}. Suppose (y,O) E UC(.Q.). We claim 
Y Y 



that the exit edge V_ is embedded in a finite family of neighboring 
y 

channels: 

o 
V c (u UC ( R. +i ) ) 
y i=-O 

Furthermore, the value 0 depends on y. As y + 0, Q + 0, 

since the width of UC(R.) ;s approximately (llu-1)y, whereas the 

channel boundaries are compressed in the x-direction an~ stretched in 

the y-direction, and come increasingly close to parallel with the y

axis. Thus, the width of a channel UC(9,) is essentially invariant 

with respect to the box B_, whereas channel boundaries can be 
y 

confined in cones whose apex angle goes to zero as y + 0. 
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Next, we note that, by defi niti on, Uo = (xO,Y') E t\ (j). The 

relati on between j and 2 is: 

j = 9.. + 15 - 0, for some 0, whi ch impl i es that m 

That is, GO is the appropriate map to return a neighborhood of 

cY',O) to a neighborhood of Ms(j): from theorem 5.2 and corollary 

5.3, 

and 



Gcr(UC(R.)) n SC(R.-cr) forms 

a laminated set. Note that the value of om has no bearing on the 

value of cr. 

Now, there exists a channel of least index n such that 

Ti +1 straddles the channel UC(n): Ti +1 n UC(n) F ~, 

Ti +1 n Mu(n) 1 ~, ·and Ti +1 n Mu(n+1) 1~. Recall from the 

definition that the right end point of Ti +1 is the imminent escape 
N. 

point ((lJ -k) 1 x., Y.+1) VJhich satisfies u 1 1 

N. 
G ( ( (lJ -k) 1 

u 

Therefore, set p = 2 + cr + Q. Then, we claim that n ( R. - Q - 2. 

Again using Theorem 5.2 and corollary 5.3, there exists p, p ~ p, 

such that 

and 

forms a laminated set. Letting 

S;+1 = T;+1 n UC(n), 
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-
since GP(Si+1) must sheathe Ms(j) as shown in fig. 5.10. 

-
Let vi +1 e: GP(Si+1) n T .... be the point of intersection with 

Y -
the smallest x-coordinate. Let Wo = C-P(xo,y), so that 

-
Wo e: aUC(R.) and Wo e:Ws(M). Let \'/i+1 = GP(vi +1 ); wi +1 e: Si+1' and 

IW i +1 - wol >Y i +1 (see fig. 5.11). 

G- 1 is Lipschitz on a region containing Re, hence 

holds, since 

P P 
;;a A Yi+1 ;> A Yi+1 

This establishes (i). 

To show that (ii) holds, we use the ,laminating property of 
-

GP(UC(n)) n SC(R.-a). Since Ti +1 intersects both unstable boundaries 

of UC(n), we have that GP(Si+1) nust sheathe Ms(j), and in 
-

particular, GP(Si+1) n Mu(u - p + 1) F~. Since GP(Si+1) is 

continuous, and since (i) applies, the result (ii) is established. 



Figure 5.10 

Fi gu re 5.11 

""V.J it I 

[;tc.(Yl ) 

A bound on the contraction relates exit points 
to entrance points. 
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5.2 Horseshoes and Linking 

The precedi ng analysi s allows us to defi ne a mesh of 

rectangular regions. By focusing attention on the behavior of the map 

on these regions, we will establish some of the necessary and 

sufficient conditions for the existence of a heteroclinic connection. 

The interaction between neighboring shoehoxes within the mesh 

is exami ned by i sol ati ng a horseshoe map for a shoebox set. It is the 

potential for describing a horseshoe map that motivates the definition 

of the shoebox H~. We will discuss the horseshoe map for a 

particular shoebox H~, and then use some of the characteristic 

behavior of such a map to explain the behavior of the original map g. 

The horseshoe map was defined hy Smale, anrl a rlescription of 

the map can be found in [Smale, 1967J. We formally define the action 

of the map, and then show how it arises naturally for the ~ap g at 

parameter values for which WU(L) n WS(L) 1 ~ and 

WU(M) n WS(M) fo~. We shall define a horseshoe map on H~ under 

gn by first recalling the notation for the boundary edges of H~ 

(shown in fig. 5.12) defined in the previous section. In that 

section, we also established that 

and 

gn(S-(n)) n Hk = ~ 
s n 

gn(S;(n)) n H~ = ~ 

Let a = gn(S~{n) n s:(n)) 



S;()1) ./ 

V 5u-(V\ \ 

Hie s i-(V\) - l/t 
n (..( 

! 

, 

5
s
1-(V)) . l 

/" 

_I Lslk~n) 
.... -_., -.. ".-

"t 

Fi gure 5.12 The labelling of the edges of the shoebox Hk • n 
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represent the image under gn of two corner points of H~. Next, 

define the two points band c as follows (fig. 5.13): 

and 

where the points band c also satisfy 

in such a way that both Su[a,bJ and Su[c,ctJ are the shortest 

segments with respect to arc length of ~he segments. Also, assume 

b F c. Next, define a subsegment of S~(n): 
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p 

Figure 5.13 A topological nefinition of the horseshoe map. 



Definition: There exists a horseshoe map on Hk under gn if 
n 

(i) there exists p g Ss(b,c), where Ss(b,c) 

excludes the endpoints band c, 

(i i) 

(i i i) there exists a continuous curve C connecting 
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p and q such that C C H~ and C C 9n(H~) = ~ • 
-n k We shall sometimes refer to 9 (Hn) as the stable horseshoe, 

since a(n-n(H~)) n H~ consists entirely of segments of the stable 

manifold WS(L). Likewise, gn(H~) will sometimes he termed the 

unstable horseshoe since a(9n(H~)) n H~ consists entirely of 

segments of the unstable manifold WU(M). 

Defi nit ion: Let H~ be a shoebox with houndary segments S~(n), 

s~(n), S~(n), + and Ss(n), and suppose 

A connected set Q, is said to link with 

gn(Hk) he a horseshoe map. 
n 

Hk . f' n 1 • 

(i) gjn(Q) n H~ f:~, for all j) 0, 

(ii) for some M) 0, j) t~, both 

Definition: For H~ defined as above, a connected set Q is said 

t 0 fa i 1 t 0 1 ink iff or some M ) 0, 



Subsequent use of the definitions of linking will develop 

conditions for linking in terms of specific assumptions about the 

configuration of the set gn(H~) n H~. The coarsest definitions of 

linking and failure to link, which require the least resolution of 

intersection behavior, are presented in the following section. 

5.3 Coarse Linking and Linking Properties 

We shall proceed to state some results that utilize the 

concept of linking. We have presented the definition of linking, and 

of failure to link, but in order to make these definitions useful, it 

is necessary to relate linking to certain configurations under finite 

iteration of the horseshoe map. Hence, there will exist coarse and 

fine criteria to classify intersection behavior. Here, \'1e shall 

present the coarse criteria, and we shall present more refined 

conditi ons 1 ater. 

Definition: coarse linking: k Let Hn, 

a,b,c,d, and p be defined as in fig 5.13. In addition, define q1 by 

q1 S;(n+1) c H~+1. Then, H~ will coarsely link with Hn~1 if: 

(1·) gn(Hk) n Hk . h h 1S a orses oe map; n n 

(ii) gn(Hk) n Hk+1 f: 0 
n n 

(iii) there exists a point q1 and a continuous curve C 

connecting the points p and q1' such that 

k 
Hn+ 1)' and 
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Definition: Coarse fai1ure-to-link applies to H~ if 

The preceding two definitions are useful because they impose 

very loose requirements on the actual configuration of gn(Hk) with 
n 

respect to H~. 
In the following sequence of results, we shall implicitly 

assume that the linking criteria used are the coarse ones. However, 

we shall i ndi cate the changes in the results that wi 11 occllr when the 

linking criteria are refined. 

The first result relates linking with ° ,the midrl1e branch m 

sheathing gap. The following theorem relates the rectangular shoebox 

mesh with stable fingers Ms(i), for some i. More specifically, 

Om provides a measure of how far a certain Ms(i) intrudes into a 

stable channel, and this forces the following intersection behavior. 

Theorem 5.7: Hk links with H~ +' 
om urn 1 

for all i > O. 

proof: H~m c UC 3(k), and UC 3(k) is bounded by segments of 



(Mu(k) n WU(M) and (M u(k+l) n WU(M). Also Ms(k) n SC3(k-8m) fo ~ 

holds as a result of the definitions of the indices for stable 

channels. From theorem 5.2 we have that 

8 
9 m(UC

3
(k)) n SC3(k-8m) = UC 3(k-8J11 ) n SC(k-8m) f: ~ 

By definition, Ms(k) n Mu(k) f: 0, hence 

M (k) n (M (k) n SC 3(k-o )) f:~, sum 

therefore Ms(k) J11ust intersect both sides of H~ • 
m 

Corollary 5.3 gives that 

UC 3(k-o ) rn 

forms a laminated set which sheathes Ms(k). Since 

H~ \(Ms(k) n H~) consists of b/o disjoint portions, and since 

UC3(k-om) n Ms(k) = ~, 

then for j > 8m each 
k -8 

H. m satisfies the coarse linking condition 
J 

with respect to the shoebox H~. 

Definition: Associate with H~ the quantity 

0e(n) e: Z, 0e(r) .. 0, such that: 

(i) Hk links with Hk hut n n+oe(n) 
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k 
does not link with Hn+o (n)+l • 

e 

An immediate result of theorem 5.7 is 

-n k The interaction of the stable horseshoe g (Hn) can be 

determined in an analogous way: for 

the measure of the severity of the intersection 

is described by the following: 

Defi nit ion: Associate with Hk the quantity 
n 

such that 

( i ) Hk 
n -oi (n ) links with Hk 

n' hut 

( i i ) Hk does not link with Hk 
n-o.(n)-l n 

1 
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The determination of a (n) for a given shoebox band provides e 
additional information about the dynamics of neighboring shoeboxes: 

(1) A horseshoe map on H~+a (n)-1 is defined under the map 
e 

n+a (n )-1 
g e • 

This is a result of the laminating property for stable horseshoes 

(Corollary 5.3) but it can also be unnerstood by referring to figure 

5.14 since 

then 

gn+l(H~-l) n UC 3(k) f ~. 
k k-l Adjoin Hn+l to Hn ' resulting in a "fattened" rectangular 

n+l shoebox. Apply g ,resulting in the fattened horseshoe shown. 

Orientation of the various sides forces the outer half (outlined with 

the dotted line) to be gn+1(H~+1) 

(2) 

This also results from the laminating property of stable 

horseshoes (Corollary 5.3). Linking means that 
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3~-t I( ~~-l~) ) 
== J'" + I (SLAt ('" tt } 

'-.t-4--~-+--+--1r-:?'""" J '" + 1 ! $" .. -( '" + I) ) 

Figure 5.14 Linking for Hk implies a horseshoe map 
k n 

for Hn+1 • 
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or 

and the set 

k-n-o (n) 
satisfies Hi e II SC(k-n-oe(n)) f:~, and horseshoes of higher 

order are laminated within shoes of lower order, so the linking 

condition forces the result. 

Theorem 5.9: If for some m > 0, then 

9n(H~) n H~ f: ~ • 

proof: Suppose g-n(Hk) II Hk = ~ First consider the case n = 3. - n n 

From theorem 5.5, g-I(H~) II H~ = ~ ann g-2(H~) II H~ = 0. 
-3 k k Assuming 9 (H 3) II H3 = 0, corollary 5.3 (the laminating property) 

implies that 

However, there ex; sts a least MI , 0 < r~l ( om such that 



and g-3(H~) n H~+i -3 =~, < Ml while g-3(H~) n H~+i -3 t= ~, 

i > M. 

\~e now consi der whether 

Note that 

-3 k ) Let E = 9 (Hn) n Mu (k -2 • 

We claim that it suffices to examine the behavior of 

since the set E satisfies g-n(E) n R3 = ~ for all n > 0, and is 

thus unimportant to the recurrence behavior. We claim that 

g -(i-3)[H~+i-3J = H~ ( ) by lemma 5.1. But, , , C UC 3 k ann 
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k+' 3 Thus we can transfer {Hi 1 -} from SC3( k-3) to lIC 3( k) Ilsi ng the 

map above. This defines an iterative process, since we know that due 

to the laminating property, g-3(H~) for i ;> t~l is within 

g-3(H~); and, in turn, this set can be emherlded within SC 3(k-3). 

Hence, 

From Theorem 5.2, we have 

-15 k k , 
9 m( H 15 ) n H 15 j: 0, 

m m 

Thus, there exi sts M2 £ N, 

such that 
-M 

9 2 (H~ ) n H k j: 0 
2 M2 

Next, we consider and assume 

By consi deri ng 

Hk-i Hk = /1\, n n n 'fJ 

R3(k-n+3), lemma 5.1 implies that 

for 0 .. i ~ n - 3. Next, by applying theorem 5.5, 



we get that Hk-i n Hk = ~, n n 
Fi nally, we must consider g-i(H~) and its possible 

intersection with k for i We cl aim that g -i (H k) Hk Hn, > n. n n 
and the procedure is just as in the case for 

Theorem 5.10: Suppose H~ fails to link. Then the lower branch 

attractor is excluded from the region defined by 

proof: 

or 

n-1 
u UCn+1(k-i) 

i =0 

fails to link implies in particular that 

The laminating property gives that 

g -n (H k .) n H k = f1I 
n+l n"P , 

for all i;> O. 

= ~, 

Poi nts i n H~ are therefore confi ned to {H~}.Q!:. lower order 

{H~}, Ii; n. Note in particular that a portion of ~/U(L) cannot 

exist within 
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n-1 
u UCn+1(k-i), 

i =0 

for if it did, mapping under g-1 would force portions of 

n-1 
u UCn+1(k-i) 

i =0 

arbitrarily close to L, and in particular, into shoeboxes H~ of 

index i < n. 

The set of shoeboxes {H~} provides a mp.chanis~ for 

describing the dynamical behavior of the f'lap. The particular 

simplification that derives from the definition of this set is the 

possibility of focusing the analysis on a subset of the shoebox set, 

namely a channel 

Suppose a (3) > O. 
e 

Then 

u H~ 
b3 1 

is a horseshoe, and H~ links with H~+a (3). We can follow the 
e 

subsequent behavior of H~ under repeated application of g by 

determi ni ng 
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Since 

for a <; i ~ 0e(3), we know that g3(H~+3) is embedded in 

g3(H~+i)' a ~ i 0;; 0e(3) and in particular 

3 k+3 3 k 
9 (H 3 ) n 9 (H 3+0 (3)) F ~ 

e 

°e(3) 
Finally, applying 9 to the above yields 

3+0 (3) k+3 3+0 (3) k 
9 e (H 3 )ng e (H 3+

0
(3))F0 

e 

or 

and, from corollary 5.3, 
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This gives an explicit location for portions of the image of 

H~ within the channel UC 3(k). Furthermore, it defines the number of 

iterations of the map required to find a portion of H~ at that 

1 ocati on. 
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The definition of linking can be extended to the intersection 

of a portion of a manifold WU with an arbitrary shoebox H~. 

Definition: Linking chain: the subset {H~}, 3 ( i (0 of the , m 

channel UC 3(k) is a linking chain if for each i, 3 .. i .. om ' 

we have 0e(i)) 1. 

Theorem 5.11: Suppose that 

links with Hk 
3 

(ii) there exists a linking chain for the set 

{H~ }, 3 .. i .. 0 • , m 

Then WU(L)n HS(M) t=~. 

proof: Since WU(L) 

under g3R.(H~), 

1 inks with there exists £ > 0 such that 

and with S~(3) and S;(3) as the stable boundaries of g3(H~), 

HU(L) n S;(3) t= Yl, 

WU 
( L) n S;( 3) t= Yl 

So some portion of WU(L) connects the stable ends S~(3) and 

S:(3) of g3(H~), and lies within it. This forces WU(L) to link 



with 

map 

k The procedure is repeated for H3+0(3) under the 

for some m > O. 

This process continues until there exists a portion of 
k which links with Ho. 
m 
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ram 
This means that under the map g a portion of WU (L ) is 

embedded within 

for some r > O. 

But WS(M) k cuts both stable sides of Ho. 
m 

This means that 

The generation of the heteroclinic link in the preceding 

theorem is constructive in the following way: the sequence of 

horseshoe links provides a measure of the escape time of a point on 

WU(L). It takes 3R. iterations to extend \~U(L) into H~+o (3); 
e 

then, an additional (3+0 (3))m iterations will map portions of e 

WU(L) into H~+o (3)+0 (3+0(3))' and so on. Of course this does not 
e e 

provide an exact estimate of escape rate. In particular, if 

0e(n) >1, it may happen that the portion of WU(L) in H~+1 
k develops more rapidly than the portion in Hn+oe(n). However, if one 

keeps track of various shoeboxes occupied by WU(L), a good estimate 

of escape time can be made by calculating the necessary map at each 



link in the linking chain. Symbolically, the L-attractor (or 

WU(L)) will proceed outward under the maps: 

k 
H3+oe(3)+oe(3+o(e)) 

There exists a heteroclinic intersection WS(L) nwu(~,) f: ~ 

throughout the regions in which both homoclinic WU(L) n WS(L) f: 0 

and WU(M) n WS(M) f: 0. It is not possible to deterfTline an inciex 

such as o~ and om to measure the severity of the heteroclinic 

connection. However, we claim that the topological configuration of 

this heteroclinic intersection is restricted to one of two ciifferent 

cases: (see fig. 5.15, 5.16). 

Definition: Last heteroclinic intersection: By definition, the 

indexing for stable fingers Ls(k) is linked to the index for 

unstable fingers Mu(k). Consider the continuous change in the 

manifold configuration as a parameter is varied: the index link 
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between Ls(k) and Mu(k), being integer valued, maker sudden 

discrete jumps. However, this series of changes terminates at a point 

that we call the last heteroclinic intersection. It can he defined by 

displaying the level of intersection that is forced by the last 

homoclinic HU(M) n WS(M) I=~, (i.e., 0 = 2). m 

In fig. 5.17, the manifolds WU(M) and WS(M) are shown 

for 0 = 2 , that is, for last WU(M) n~Js(M) f: 0. In addition, \oJe m ---
assume WU(L) II WS(L) 1 0. The convention linking the index on the 



11 

Fi gure 5.15 The heteroclinic configuration WU(M) n WS(L) ~ ~ 

for the case Mu(2) n Ls(O) F ~. 
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LS(-I) 

Fi gu re 5.16 The last heteroclinic intersection, and 

Mu(2) n Ls(O) f ~. 
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Fi gu re 5.17 The last homoclinic intersection WU(M) n WS(M) ~ ~, 

which forces the last ~/U(L) n WS(L) F ~ and 

the last WU(M) n WS(L) 'f ~. 
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set {Mu(j)} stipulates that for a given Mu(O), one locates a 

segment 5s (0) c WS(L), such that Mu(O) n Ss(O) '1~, and 5s(0) is 

the most proximate portion of WS(L) intersecting' Mu(O), measured 

with respect to arc length along WS(L) from L. In the figure, this 

segment is marked with a heavy line. This segment is a portion of the 

defining boundary of some Ls(k), (k arbitrary), which is then re

indexed so that k = O. 

As parameters are continuously varied within a range in 

which wU(L)n WS(L) f: ~ in such a way to increase am' the 

intersection WU(M) n WS(L) f: ~ will be termed the last heteroclinic 

intersection as long as WU(M) n Ss(O) 1~. Such a situation with 

a > 0, and 1 as t w u (M) n W s ( L) f: ~, iss h own i n fig. S. 16 • m 

Theorem S.12: Suppose 0t = 3, and W\J(M) n WS(L) F ~ is the last 

heteroclinic intersection. Then WU(L) links with H~. 

proof: The assumption that the last heteroclinic intersection exists 

confines Lu(k): with reference to fig. S.16 we claim that Lu(-l) 

is confined to the channel UC(3). According to the definition of 

section S.l, UC(3) is bounded by appropriate segments of t~u(3), 

Mu(2), Ms (2+om), and the segment Ss[g(PS),r2]c WS(L). Note that 

5s [g(PS),r2 J consists of the base stable segment bounding Lu(-I), a 

portion of the stable segment bounding Lu(2), and a portion of the 

stable segment boundary Ls(O). Lu(-l) n Ls(n) = ~ for n > -1. 

Therefore Lu(-l) c UC(3), as claimed. Lu(-l) n Ls (-l) f:~. Note 

that the assumption at = 3 forces the index for Lu(-l). The two 



neighbors of an arbitrary given Lu(k) always have indices Ls(k+o~) 

and Ls(k+o~-2). The primary intersection Lu(-l) n Ls(-l) f ~ 

forces Lu(-l) to link with H~. This is true in spit~ of the fact 

that it may happen that Lu(-l) n H~ =~. This is seen by noting 

that g-3(Hj) n Ls(-l) =~, and therefore it is possible to define a 

refined shoebox ~~ which is connected such that 

g3(~~) defi nes a horseshoe map. (Grebogi, Ott, and Yorke (1983) 

descri be the process of trimmi ng a regi on to create a "reduced" 

horseshoe. ) 
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At this point, we would like to emphasize an important feature 

of the discussion of linking and linking chains. As might be 

expected, when one numerically investigates the L-attractor near 

tangency WU(M) n W s(M) f ~, the exi stence of the heterocl i ni c 

connection WU(L) n WS(M) ~ ~ is difficult to observe. Suppose the 

heteroclinic connection is somehow known to exist: one nevertheless 

expects that a great number of iterati ons of the map 'IIi 11 be necessary 

in order to actually see a poi nt on the L-attractor escape. It is 

this observation that would lead one to suspect that very close to the 

tangency 

the linking between high period shoeboxes is weak or non-existent. 

In fact, the opposite is true. Corollary 5.8 states that 

a (0 ) = 00. This indicates that linking is ~ severe for Hk as e m n 



n increases. However, the fact that 0 + = as tangency m 
WU(M) n WS(M) F ~ is approached leads one to suspect that this zone 

of severe intersection behavior also shrinks to nothing. But theorem 

3.1 shows that this cannot happen. This theorem shows that there 

exists N > 0 such that 

for parameter values arbitrarily close to tangency 

Furthermore, this means that there exists a linking chain for 

{H~}, N ( n (Om' usi ng a modi fi cat; on of the argument in 

Theorem 5.10. 

This result is counter to one's intuition: it would seem at 

first glance that this linking zone would shrink, that is, that 

N + =, as tangency ~/u(M) n W s(M) F ~ is approached. 

5.4 Refinement of the linking condition: Fine Linking 

It is apparent from the definitions of coarse linking and 

coarse failure-to-link, that there exists a range of intersection 

confi gurati ons whi ch 1 i e between these two cl assi fi cati ons. In thi s 

section, we shall present some more refined criteria which make it 

possible to classify most of the intermediate intersection 

possibilities. 
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In our numerical studies of the behavior of a shoebox H~ 

under the map gn, we have found that, whenever a horseshoe map was 
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defined under our original definition in section 5.2, in fact the 

configuration of 9n(H~) n H~ permits a more restricted definition of 

the map. With this refinement, it is also possible to refine the 

definitions of linking and failure-to-link. 

The map gn is a horseshoe map for Hk if gn( Hk) is as 
n n 

shown in fig. 5.18. 

(i) gn(Hk) n Hk = ~ consists of two distinct strips, which n n 

are vertical in the figure. 

The orientation of gn(S~(n)) and gn(S~(n)) is as shown in the 

figure, and is forced by the behavior of g. This configuration of 

9n(H~) suffices to define 9-n(H~) as shown in the figure. 

In particular, an important characteristic of the map is the 

fact that under g-n, the two vertical strips 9n(H~) n H~ are 

mapped to the two horizontal strips g-n(H~) n H~. This 

transformation of the two regions is shown in a somewhat stylized way 

in fig. 5.19. 

We shall use this refined definition of the horseshoe map to 

formulate criteria for linking and failure-to-link which are more 

discriminating. In fact, a range of possibilities with different 
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Fi gure 5.18 A conventional horseshoe map permitting a refinement 
of linking criteria. 



Fi gure 5.19 

-1 
3 

The transformation induced hy the map as a shoebox 
becomes a horseshoe. 
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resolution is defined, but all will be lumped together under the term 

llfine 1inkingll, and IIfine failure-to-1ink ll • 

Also, we will discuss the existence of a periodic saddle pOint 

P~ of period n, P~ € H~, such that the eigenvalues of 

D9n(p~) satisfy 0 < \ < 1 < AU' We shall call such a point a 

positive saddle point. We do this primarily for convenience: the 

existence of such a point is not essential to the subsequent linking 

criteri a. 

9n(H~) n H~ f~, and consists of two strips. (see fig. 

5.20). In the figure, we have maintained the same orientation as in 

fig. 5.18. It can be seen, using fig. 5.18, that the fixed point 

index calculated for each of the two strips yields -1 for the left 

vertical strip and +1 for the right vertical strip. It is a well

known fact that, for horseshoe maps, 9jn(H~) n H~ consists of 2j 

vertical strips. Computation of the indices for the 4 strips created 

by g2n(Hk) n Hk yields alternating signs on the index (fig. n n 

5.20(b)). Similarly, the indices for the 8 strips of g3n(Hk) n Hk 
n n 

are shown in fig. 5.20(c). 

A positive saddle point of period n, since it is also 

trivially a positive saddle point of period jn, rnJst exist in a 

nested sequence of strips, each of which has inrlex -1. It is clear 

that the only such sequence is generated by picking the leftmost of 

the 2j stri ps generated by 
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(c) 

Figure 5.20 
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An upper bound on the area of the 2j strips generated by 

jn(Hk) Hk . . by g n n n 1 s gl ven 

hence, the measure of the set of strips satisfies 

A similar process can be defined for successive applications 

of g-n. In fig. 5.21(a) 

is shown; again, we maintain the same orientation as in fig. 5.18. 

-2n(Hk) n Hk 
g n n 

is shown in (b), and 

-3n( H k) H k g n n n 

is shown in figure (c). The requirement for a positive fixed point of 

peri od n is that it occupy a nested set of the stable strips of 

index -1, for each j ;> 1, -jn(H k) n Hk 
9 n n· This forces the posit; ve 

saddle point of period n to occupy the topmost of the 2j 

horizontal strips for any j ) O. 
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(o..)j = 1 (6))=2 

(C)J="3 

Figure 5.21 



Let Si1 
c 9-n(H~) n H~ be the strip of index -1, and 

be the strip of index -1 satisfying S21 n Si1 f: 0, so that 

is the topmost strip. 

of index -1. Similarly 

S:1 has index -1, and is nested within strips 
J 

is the leftmost vertical strip of index -1 nested within vertical 

strips of index -1. 

In all numerical studies of the map, whenever a partial 

. f H k d g±j n (H nk ) d· h . construct, on 0 n' an was one,' t was found t at , n 

fact a single saddle point P~ existed within the shoebox H~. In 

the ensuing work, we will mention how 

and 
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are related to the horseshoe map 9n(H~). First, however, we shall 

discuss the concept of linking. This idea is useful precisely because 

we do not need to assume the existence of a single saddle point 



P~. To say it another way, an assumption of hyperbolicity is not a 

prerequisite for this definition. 

To define linking, we expand the field of view to explicitly 

include portions of 9n(H~) that are ignored in the dynamics of the 

traditional horseshoe map. 

Definition: Let U: be the unique strip of index +1 with 
J 
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which has non-empty intersection with strips of index +1 generated by 

in(Hk) n Hk > 0 
g n n' 

In the orientation of fig. 5.20, 

2j stri ps. 

U~ is always the rightmost of the 
J 

There exists a unique U-shaped region which is a suhset of 

gjn (Hk) and whi ch connects U: and U:; it will he denoted TJo. 
n J J 

Defi nit i on: 

and 

For the shoebox Hk, let n 

k - + Qn (j) = U 0 u U 0 u T ° 

J J J 



Definai on: 

and 

Rk( .) c -jn(H k ) 
n J 9 n ' 

and S: is the strip of innex +1 
J 

has index +1, 

+1. Vj is the unique 

S: for i < j, with each 5: havi ng index 

U-shaped region connecting 5: and 5:. 
J J 

_D..;.,.ef_i_n_it..;...i..;...o..;.,.n_: _F..;.,.i n;.;..,;e;;.,.....;..1..;.,.i n..;.;.k;..;.i..;.;.n..J...9 Let gn(H~) be a horseshoe map, and 1 et 

gn+i (Hn~i) be a horseshoe map. H~ wi 11 1 ink wi th Hn~i if 

where 
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and the i ntersecti on is such that it consi sts of two di sti nct 

strips. It is also convenient to extend the definition to 

include 

Ok ( J") n H k" J, 11 n n+1 r YJ, 

which intersection also consists of two strips. 

Defi niti on: Fine failure-to-1ink: The shoebox Hk is said to fail n 

to link if, for 

- -9.n( k -1 ) S 9. C g Hn 

and 

then 

for example, if 

then H~ fails to link. 

The definition of linking permits varying degrees of 

refinement in the specification of the link condition. The coarsest 

possible description (noted at the end of the definition) is to 

requi re that 
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consist of two distinct strips. This can be translated immediately 

into 

or 

Definition: Recalling the definition of the stahle strip of index -1 

from the original definition of linking above, if 9-n(H~) n H~ is a 

horseshoe map, and with 

S - -R.n(H k) 
R. C g n ' 

then a segment of an unstable manifold WU(P} is said to link with 

H~ if WU(P} n S; t= 0, and if in addition WU(P} intersects both 

stable boundary curves of the strip S;. 
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We shall discuss a sequence of figures that display the 

linking behavior of a set of shoeboxes. The parameter values are 

a = 4.7912 and 1 = .939, chosen to put WU(M) n WS(M) f ~ near 

tangency, and WU(L) n WS(L) f ~ near tangency. For these parameter 

values, ' om = 9. Note that the shoeboxes used for the computati ons 

are reduced from the original definition of a shoebox H~. For 
-8 example, the boundary of H4 consists of approximations to 

(Wu(tn n Mu(-8)), (Wu(~1) n Mu(-7)), (Ws(L) n Ls(-12)), and 
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(Hs(L) n Ls(-ll)), but none of the interior portions of these fingers 

are explicitly included in the computed shoebox. The same reduction 

was done for the other shoeboxes of higher period which were defined 

for the computational work. We shall define a reduced shoebox R~ 

~ = H k "[M (k) u M (k + 1) u L (k -n) u L (k -n + 1 ) ] 
n n u u s s 

However, in the ensuing descriptions of the figures, we shall omit the 

II,,)': we are interested in 1 i nki ng behavi or whi ch c10es not change for 

a reduced shoebox set. Also, we note that the numerical 

approximations to the reduced shoeboxes were c1efined so that the 

reduced shoebox is a subset of the numerical approximation. 

The set of H~ whi ch we exami ne were approxi mated by 
. -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 quadrilaterals, and they are deslgnated H4 , H5 ' H6 ' H7 ' HS ' 

and Hg3• Recall that the subscripted index gives the func1amental 

recurrence period. In figure 5.22 both v/S(M) and WU(M) are shown 

by dotted 1 i nes, and the proxi mity of WU(M) n wS(t~) f: ~ to tangency 
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-2.00 
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Figure 5.22 

.. . . 
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The channel SC( -12), {H-8~;} and {g-( 4+; )H-8+;} 
4+1 ' 4+' 

for 0 c; ; c;; 4 ; a = 4.7917, y = 0.939 • 1 
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is evident. WS(L) is also shown, and the point L is located at the 

center of the small square. Shown in solid lines are the original 

shoeboxes H48, HS7, H66, H75, and Ha4• Also shown as a laminated 

set is 

8 . 12. 
{u g -, (H ~ +')} = 
i =4 ' 

whi'ch satisfies 

8 -12 
{u H. } n S C ( -12) F ~. 
i =4 ' 

Within the unstable channel UC(-4), the set 
8 

{U H74} is sh own. 
. 4 ' , = 

In particular, note that the horseshoe map for H48 is shown: 

and 

Figure 5.23 is organized about images under g of the set 
8 

{u H
J
: 8} C UC(-8). This figure shows the hehavior of this channel 

i =4 
under the map gi: 

. 8 8 
g' {U H~} 

i =4 ' 

8 
= {U H:8+i }, 

i =4 ' 
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Fi gure 5.23 Numerical generation of g i [~ H ~8J 
i =4 1 

for -4 ( i ( 4 ; a = 4.7917, y 0.939 



for = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ± 3, ± 4. Also, a short portion of WU(L) is 

shown, as well as WS(L), so that the severity of the transversal 

intersection WU(L) n WS(L) :f ~ can be deduced. 

In figure 5.24, we examine in more detail the set {H ~12+i } 
1 
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for i = 4, ••• ,9, and the set {HiI2 }. This figure shows a linking 

h · .. H-3 -8 Al c aln WhlCh eXlsts between 9 and H4 • so, it can be seen from 

the figure that om = 9 by examining the finger Ms(-3). Theorem 5.7 

gives that Hg3 links with H9~:i for all i) 0. Therefore, there 

exists a linking chain between H48 and H4~7i for all i) 0, and 

thus H48 links with WS(~1). 

The figure also indicates that even coarse linking criteria 

can be satisfied when WU(M) n WS(~1) F ~ is close to tangency: 
-7 -7 links with H5 , H5 -6 -6 -5 links with H6 , H6 links with H7 , and 

-5 3 
H7 links with Hg • 

Figure 5.25 shows the linking behavior of H66 • The 
-6 existence of a standard topological horseshoe map for H6 can be 

seen since both 

and 

-6 . k . h H -6 -6 are shown. It is clear that H6 lln s Wlt 7 and with HS ' 

using either coarse or fine linking criteria. Also, 
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Fi gure 5.25 The linking behavior of H66 

a = 4.7917, y = 0.939 • 
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6 -6 -6 6 g (H6 ) n Hg f:~, but verification of a link with Hg would 

require a more refined analysis. The figure additionally nemonstrates 

topological equivalence of 

for 6 ~ ~ 9 

and 

This follows from the fact that 

6.. <; 9 

In the figure, a point of intersection p e: H6'6 n Hg12 is circlen, 

and its image 

6 6 -6 -12 0 -6 
g (p) e: g [H 6 n H 9 ] = H 6 n H 9 

is also circled. 

We should note that H~6, H~6 and show pronounced 

distortions, consisting of one convex edge and one concave edge. This 

distortion is a vestige of the fact that the numerical shoebox is an 

approximation with straight edges, which fail to coincide with the 

curved shoebox boundaries defined by appropriate fingers. Under 

repeated iteration, the portions of the numerical shoebox which 



overlap into the interior of a finger develop into convex bulges, or 

concave "swall owtai 1" protuberances. 

Figure 5.26 shows 

i -8 -8 
g ( Hi ) n Hi ' 4.. .. 8 

and Hg8• This configuration should be compared with figure 5.24 in 

whi ch the same 1 i nki ng intersection behavi or is shown. As noted for 

figure 5.24, use of coarse linking criteria verifies the existence of 
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a linking chain. The existence of a coarse link iwplies the existence 

of a fine link; the converse is not true. Hence HS8 links WithH68, 

but the figure strongly suggests that under refined linking 

criteria, H;8 would be seen to link with Hi8 as well. 

5.5 Heteroclinic Intersections of Periodic Points 

The definition of the set of shoeboxes {Hk} organizes the 
n 

interior of the closed bounded region defined by Su[M,POJ and 

Ss[~1,POJ, where PO e WU(M) n WS(M) is some homoclinic point (the 

precise location of Po is immaterial). The shoeboxes structure this 

region into periodic bands, starting with a period 3 hand, and 

increasing in period as the bands approach the boundary of the region 

and the point M. 

When gn(H~) n H~ ! ~ defines a horseshoe map, we shall 

assume that there exists a saddle point P~. In the preceding 

analysis we have explicitly avoided assumptions of hyperbolicity; 

however, in all cases investigated numerically in which a horseshoe 
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map on H~ is defined, an apparently unique saddle fixed point is 

found. Stable and unstable manifolds for the point pk can be 
n 

defined. There exists a strong interplay between 

(1) and 
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Suppose that H~ links with H~+I. In figure 5.27, we show 

the structure and interaction of the stable and unstable manifolds of 

a point pI e: HI. The two branches of WU(pl) are distinguished n n n 
from each other: W~(P~) is the branch that is directly involved in 

the exterior linking to higher period shoeboxes/periodic points, 

(e suggests exterior; i suggests interior) and W~(P~) is the other 

branch leading into lower point shoeboxes. W!(P~) is determined 

because of the necessary homoclinic intersection W!(P~) n W~(P~) F 0 

created by the horseshoe map on H~. It is also true that the 

embedding of W~(P~) and W~(P~) in H~ with 9n(H~) a horseshoe 

forces an extreme homoclinic intersection condition termed last 

homoclinic intersection by (Holmes and Whitley, 1983). 

The linking severity 0e(n) for {H~} translates into the 

following condition, which we will call a hetero-homoclinic 

i ntersecti on: 
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Figure 5.27 A hetero-homoclinic intersection. 
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Theorem 5.13: Let Pi and Qj be periodic saddle points of periods 

i and j, respectively. Suppose 

WU(P;) nss(Qj) t= ~ and 

WU(Q.) n WS(P.) t= ~ 
J 1 

are both transversal, then 

wU(Pi)n WS(Pi ) t=~, and 

U s 
W (OJ)n W (OJ) t=~, and 

both are transversal. 

proof: let n = least common fTlultiple of i and j; then both Pi and 

Qj are fixed points under the map gn, so it suffices to consider 

the case ; = j = 1 = n. Transversal intersection forces a loop such 

as that shown between the points of intersection a and b of 

\~U(Qj)n WS(Pj ). Repeated application of 9 forces both gk(a) 

and gk(b) arbitrarily close to Pi. Use of the linearization 

theorem, and the stable manifold theorem insures that there exists a 

box of side e such that for sufficiently large k, portions of 

WU(Qj) are confined by the sides of the box, and cut through the top 

-~ of the box. Similar arguments for the map 9 force portions of 

WS(Qj) to cross the sides of the hox as shown - hence, the 

transversal homoc1inic points of intersection cI' c2' c3' and c4 are 

forced. 



The definition of shoeboxes H~ allows us to locate the 

periodic saddle points P~. Generation of 9n(H~) and 9-n(H~) 

al so specifi es how the hetero-homocl i ni c connecti ons occur. The 

severity of complexity of these intersections can be measured in some 

sense by 0e (n ). 

In figure 5.28, we show W~(P~), W~(P~), and the interaction 

with bot h W u ( L ) and H s ( L ) • 

5.6 Lower Branch Shoehoxes and 
Lower Branch Linking 

The analysis which has been rleveloped for the shoebox mesh 

consisting of {H~} fails to describe the behavior of the map near 

the initial portions of WU(L) and WS(L). When WU(L) n WS(L) ~ ~ 

is transversal, we claim that it is possible to define an analogous 

structure for this region in the neighborhood of L. In particular, 

shoeboxes can be defined, as well as a definition of linking. 

The flip or period-doubled nature of L imposes a different 

set of constraints on the construction of a lower-branch shoebox 

mesh. Since the eigenvalues of Dg(L) satisfy An < -1.0 < As < 0, 

the natural resol uti on is to consider the map 2 and exploit g , 

analogies with the middle-branch shoebox mesh {Hk} n • Under the map 

g2,Dg2(L) has positive eigenvalues 0 < 1-1s < 1 < 1-11J. The lower

branch mesh of shoeboxes will he denoted {K~n+l}' for which the 

indexing is analogous to {H~}; that is, the subscripted index 

(2n+l) denotes the fundamental recurrence period. 
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Figure 5.28 \~S(PO) and the interaction with 
e 3' 

and WS(L). 
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Figure 5.29 A homo-homoclinic intersection. 



To defi ne the lower-branch shoehoxes, we begi n hy defi ni n9 a 

region T5 which is the analog of the region R4 defined in section 

5.1. Let PR, = (Ls(k) n Mu(k+3)) n (Wu(r~) n ~/s(L)). r 2 £ PR, is 

defined as the most proximal point with respect to arc length along 

WU(M). Recall that the intersection Ls(k)n Mu(k+3) is guaranteed 

by theorem 4.7. Let 

2 and recall that we have g (P5) E SR, as the proximal point with 

respect to arc length along WU(M). Let g-l(a) = L (k)n L (k-o +2) s IJ ~ 

(a single point since Ls(k) and L (k-o +2) 
IJ R, 

are nei ghhori ng 

fingers). Then, we construct the following segments: 

(i ) 

(i i) 

( iii) 

(i v) 

Su Cr 2,g2(P5)] C (M u(k+3) n WU(M)) 

SsCr 2,g-l(a)] C (Ls(k) n WS(L)) 

-1 u S [L, g ( a)] C W (L) 
u 

Ss[L,g2(P5)] C WS(L) 

Define the region T5 to be the closed region bounded by the 

four segments defined above (fig. 5.30). 

We shall use T5 to generate stable and unstable channels, 

again in a way similar to the middle-branch stable and unstable 

channels. The subscripted 115 11 in the following definitions will be 

associated with the lowest period shoebox contained in the channel. 

(fig. 5.31) 
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Fi gure S. 30 
TS-a region near L defined by the intersection 

Mu(3) n Ls(O) 'f ~. 
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Definition: The lower-branch unstable channel UL5(j) is a bounded 

regi on; 

Definition: The lower-branch stable channel SL5(j-5) is a bounded 

regi on; 

Definition: The lower-branch shoebox K~n+l' for n) 2 is defined 

recursively: 

and in general, for n > 2, 

A 1 so, ( j ) _ j+l 
g K2n +1 - K2n+1 Note that the region T5 can be 

tessell ated by i {K2n +1}, for n) 2, and with the index of the 

s arne parity as j, and j <: i <: j + 2n - 4. Then the regi on 

g( T 5) is tesse 11 ated ina si mi 1 ar way, with sh oeboxes whose 

superscripted index is of opposite parity. We shall state without 

proof some of the characteristics of the lower branch mesh of 

shoeboxes. The following statements are presented as conjectures, but 
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Figure 5.31 A partition of T5 into shoehoxes {K~n+l}. 



in fact they are close analogs of related theorems for the middle 

branch shoeboxes {H~}. The analog of theorem 5.2 and corollary 5.3 

is 

Conjecture 5.14: 

and forms a laminated set. The analog of theorem 5.9 is 

Conjecture 5.15: If for some m > 0, n > 2, 

m( j j g K2n+1) n K2n+1 f: ~, 

then g2n+1(Kj ) n Kj ./. ~ 
2n+1 2n+1 r ~. 

The failure-to-link condition, which is similar to theorem 5.10, is: 

Conjecture 5.16: Suppose K~n+3 fails to link; then the lower branch 

attractor is contained within a region RL, with 

( fi g. 5.32). 

2n+1 
RL = (u UL 2n + 1 (j +i )) U Ri n t 

i =0 

We present these unproven conjectures in order to examine a 

particular facet of the creation of a heteroclinic connection 
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Figure 5.32 A confining region for the L-attractor. 
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Our primary claim is that it is possible for both 

and 

to be transversal, and yet have 

hold. We shall present some numerical evidence for this claim. 

We examine the behavior of WU(L) n WS(L) r ~ for a sequence 

of parameter values for which the homoclinic intersection is 

transversal, but near tangency~ We set the parameter y = 0.95, and 

begin by examining the map at a = 4.85. At this value, there exists 

a linking chain for the lower branch set of shoeboxes 

{K~n+1}' n ) 2, which links with H~. We continue by decreasing 

the value of a, which has the effect of increasing c~, and hence 

decreasing the severity of WU(L) n WS(L) F~. As a is decreased 

through the critical value acr ~ 4.8143, the linking chain is 

broken. For a < acr ' the set {K~n+ 1} fai 1 s to link, anrl we 

examine numeri cal evidence of this situation. 



The shoeboxes used in the sequence of fi gures that' foll ow are 

modifications of the defined shoeboxes K~n+l' The most important 

change is the fact that we reduced the dimension of the shoeboxes. 

The interior portions of the boundary stable and unstable fingers are 

not included in the reduced shoebox since they are unimportant to the 

dynamics: ~ of recurrence activity occurs within the interior of 

these fingers Mu(n) and Ls(i). It is also possible to further trim 

the shoeboxes, and retain the essential linking behavior, which we 

have done to keep the fi gures somewhat si mpl ere In fi g. 5.33 we show 

the map at a = 4.85, y = 0.95. The small square box is centered on 

L; both WU(L} and \~S(L} are plotted with dotted lines. Only a 

short portion of HU(L} is shown, while more of WS(L) is plotted 

since it defines part of the boundary of the shoebox regions. 

Similarly, a portion of WU(M} is displayed to show how it is used as 

the other boundaries of the shoehoxes. The initial shoebox, which we 

label K~, appears as a quadrilateral with four straight sides, 

plotted with solid lines. Images of K~ under both g+i and g-i 

are also shown with solid lines: the figure contains 

gi(K~} = K; for i = 0, ± 1, ± 2, ••• , ± 7. 

A horseshoe map for K~ is defined as can be seen hy examining 

and 
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The flip nature of the map at L is evidenced by the fact that 
o 1 2 successive images K7, K7, K7,... are mapped from one side of L to 

the other. 

The essential qualities of the horseshoe map can also be seen: 

as increases from 0 to 7, the shoebox Ki is simultaneously 

stretched and folded (compare fig. 5.19). Si~ilar behavior can be 

seen for Ki as i decreases from 0 to -7. 7 
Figure 5.34 is the same as figure 5.33 except that the 

i sequence of shoeboxes K5, -5 ~ i ~ 5 has been added. The linking 

behavior of KO and KO can be rliscerned: in fact, examination of 5 7 

K7 n K-5 n KO 
7 5 5 

shows that K~ and K~ link under refined linking criteria, but do 

not satisfy coarse linking conditions. In figure 5.35, a more 

detailed display of the linking chain K~ to K~ to K~ is 
o gOg 0 707 presented. Shown are: Kg and g (Kg) = Kg; K7 and g (K7) = K7; 

o 5 0 5 KS and g (KS) = K5• Also, a lower branch unstable finger Lu(j) 

is shown; Lu(j) n K~ f:~, and Lu(j) links with K~. 

That K~ links with K~ is clear. It is not as obvious 

that K~ links with K~, but as we noted with reference to fig. 

5.34, a refinement of linking criteria will show that a link exists. 

As shown in fig. 5.34, we claim that 
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consists of two disjoint strips, and hence fulfills the fine linking 

criteri a. 

Figure 5.36 shows K~, g7(K~) = K~, and g-7(K~) = K~/ 

The feature of interest is the presence of a short piece of WU(l) 

which is a part of the boundary of ls(j) mentioned above. The image 

of this portion of WU(l) is shown under g7; in particular, it is 

evident how it is embedded within K~. This provides an illustration 

of the utility of the concept of linking as the mechanism by which 

portions of WU(l) are extended away from the initial branch of 

In figure 5.37 we examine a parameter value that is very close 

to the critical value for linking. The value of a is decreased from 

a = 4.85 to a = 4.8143, and as it decreases, the links between 

shoeboxes also become less pronounced. In the terminology of the fine 

linking definition, in order to satisfy 

o~ (j) n S ~ f: ~, 

where s - C g - R. ( n +i) (H k.) 
R. n+, 
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Figure 5.36 o 7 0 -7( a u( K7' g (K7 ), and g K7 ). \oJ L) 
is extended by the linking mechanism; 
a = 4.85, y = 0.95 
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a = 4.8143, y =0.95, near the critical value 

for linking. Fine linking criteria are necessary 
to resolve the link between K~ and K~. 
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increasingly large values of (j+£) are necessary as a decreases. 

We will define the critical value of a as that value for which 

(j+£) = +00. In this figure, the fine linking criteria are satisfied 
o 0 for the 1 ink between K7 and KS: wi th 

and 

- -2.5{ 0) 
52 c 9 K5 

we claim that Q~(2) n 52 t=~, and the intersection consists of two 

disjoint sets. 

However, as seen in figure 5.38, the link between K~ and 

K~ can not be verified: it is not clear whether g2.9{K~) will 

intersect g-2.7{K~) to satisfy a link condition. This figure does 

show the qualitative situation that exists at a critical parameter at 

which the linking chain is broken. As a practical matter, it is 

difficult to resolve a precise critical parameter value. Recurrence 

for the figures above requires 7 or 9 iterations of the map for each 

successive horseshoe mapping. An exponential divergence of points 

destroys the possibility of defining boundaries (note two separated 

points within g-7{K~) which are the remnants of a second mapping 

under g-7). 

Away from this critical value, it is possible to use both 

linking and failure-to-link criteria. In figure 5.39, the shoeboxes 

000 0 Kll , K9, K7, and K5 are sho\'m for a parameter value at whi ch fai 1 ure-
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The link between K~ and K~ is still in 
question despite a refinement of linking criteria 

a = 4.8143, y = 0.95 • 
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Figure 5.39 Failure to link. a = 4.81, y = 0.95, and 
WU(L) n WS(L) f ~ is transversal. 
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to-link can be verified. This verification consists simply of the 

observati on that 

which implies failure-to-link. The figure also suggests that this 

particular link may be the first to fail when 

broken. 

fact that 

It can be shown that K~ 1 inks wi th 

o 
o~ = 11 forces Kll to link with 

the linking chain is 

H~; furtherfTlore, the 

o 
K 11 + 2j for all 

j ~ O. Thus there would appear to be a weak link in the linking 

chai n whi ch is not necessarily at the lowest order 1 ink: K~ fail s to 

link with K~ at a greater value of a than the failure-to-link 

K~ with K~I. 
In fi gure 5.40, a has been further ciecreased, and the 

failure of the link between is much more pronounced. 
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Fi gure 5.40 Failure to link. a = 4.80, y = 0.95 

WU(L) n WS(L) f ~ is transversal. 
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